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Abstract

Bathed in intense ionizing radiation, close-in gaseous planets undergo hydrodynamic atmospheric escape, which
ejects the upper extent of their atmospheres into the interplanetary medium. Ultraviolet detections of escaping gas
around transiting planets corroborate such a framework. Exposed to the stellar environment, the outflow is shaped
by its interaction with the stellar wind and by the planet’s orbit. We model these effects using Athena to perform
3D radiative-hydrodynamic simulations of tidally locked hydrogen atmospheres receiving large amounts of
ionizing extreme-ultraviolet flux in various stellar environments for the low-magnetic-field case. Through a step-
by-step exploration of orbital and stellar wind effects on the planetary outflow, we find three structurally distinct
stellar wind regimes: weak, intermediate, and strong. We perform synthetic Lyα observations and find unique
observational signatures for each regime. A weak stellar wind—which cannot confine the planetary outflow,
leading to a torus of material around the star—has a pretransit, redshifted dayside arm and a slightly redward-
skewed spectrum during transit. The intermediate regime truncates the dayside outflow at large distances from the
planet and causes periodic disruptions of the outflow, producing observational signatures that mimic a double
transit. The first of these dips is blueshifted and precedes the optical transit. Finally, strong stellar winds completely
confine the outflow into a cometary tail and accelerate the outflow outward, producing large blueshifted signals
posttransit. Across all three regimes, large signals occur far outside of transit, offering motivation to continue
ultraviolet observations outside of direct transit.

Key words: hydrodynamics – methods: numerical – planet–star interactions – planets and satellites: atmospheres –
planets and satellites: gaseous planets – radiative transfer

Supporting material: animations

1. Introduction

Atmospheric escape plays a key role in the evolution of
planetary bodies. At their most extreme, processes that drive
escape from the upper atmosphere may substantially transform
the atmospheric composition of a body over its lifetime. The
importance of this mechanism is underscored by the recent
confirmation that for short-period exoplanets the radius
distribution has a gap near 1.8 R⊕ (Fulton et al. 2017). The
gap’s existence was predicted prior to its discovery as a
consequence of the complete erosion of lower-mass planets’
atmospheres by photoionization-driven atmospheric escape
(Lopez & Fortney 2013; Owen & Wu 2013). While evidence
of atmospheric evolution thus appears imprinted on planet
demographics, observations of contemporary atmospheric
escape in the regimes governing these populations are limited,
making model validation difficult. Loss from highly irradiated
planets typically occurs through hydrodynamic outflows, rather
than via the kinetic loss mechanisms that currently dominate
for Solar System planets. Here, we explore the most
approachable systems for which improved observational
constraints on hydrodynamic escape can be obtained—hot
Jupiters.

Ultraviolet observations of the hot Jupiter HD 209458 b
have found up to a 15% occultation in the wings of hydrogen
Lyα, with effective Doppler shifts of up to ±150 km s−1,
significantly larger than the 5% occultation observed at
optical (Vidal-Madjar et al. 2003, 2008; Ben-Jaffel 2007;

Ehrenreich et al. 2008). The high occultation and large
velocity are indicative of a fast and extended component of
the atmosphere, interpreted as an escaping planetary wind.
Similar outflows have been reported for another hot and one
warm Jupiter, HD 189733 b (Lecavelier Des Etangs et al.
2010; Bourrier et al. 2013) and 55 Cnc b (Ehrenreich et al.
2012)5, and for one hot Neptunian planet, GJ 435 b (Kulow
et al. 2014; Ehrenreich et al. 2015; Bourrier et al. 2016; Lavie
et al. 2017). Interestingly, the outflow from GJ 435 b is
asymmetric both temporally and spectrally,6 suggesting a
cometary tail-like outflow moving rapidly away from the star.
Tentative detections indicate that metals may be present in
these escaping winds, including oxygen (Vidal-Madjar et al.
2004; Ben-Jaffel & Sona Hosseini 2010), magnesium (Vidal-
Madjar et al. 2013), and carbon and silicon (Linsky et al. 2010;
Loyd et al. 2017). Additionally, hydrogen Hαabsorption has
been seen in HD 189733 b’s transmission spectra(Jensen et al.
2012), but its relation to hydrodynamic escape is still uncertain
(Barnes et al. 2016). Recently, the outflow from Wasp-107 b
was detected in the 1083 nm line of excited neutral helium
(Spake et al. 2018). This line, predicted for exoplanet
atmospheres by Seager & Sasselov (2000), and in their
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5 Along with a nondetection for a super Earth, 55 Cnc e, placing an upper
limit on its mass loss.
6 Redshifted occultation of (0.7±3.6)% pretransit and (8.0±3.1)%
posttransit. Blueshifted occultation of (17.6±5.2)% pretransit and
(47.2±4.1)% posttransit (Ehrenreich et al. 2015).
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outflows by Oklopčić & Hirata (2018), provides an opportunity
for ground-based observations.

Current observations have detected atmospheric escape only
for exoplanets with orbital periods less than 20 days. As these
close-in planets receive large amounts of external heating, they
are believed to be undergoing hydrodynamic escape with
outflow structures similar to a Parker wind (Parker 1958). In an
attempt to model the observations, numerous 1D hydrodynamic
escape simulations have been produced (e.g., Yelle 2004;
García Muñoz 2007; Murray-Clay et al. 2009). Yet, outflow
velocities in these studies generally reach only tens of
kilometers per second, comparable to the sound speed of the
outflowing gas. Note that the temperature of the gas is limited
by radiative cooling to less than a few times 104 K. To resolve
inherently asymmetrical processes that cannot be modeled in
1D and to investigate interactions between the outflowing wind
and its environment that may produce high-velocity-offset
neutral atoms, multidimensional simulations are needed. A
number of authors have produced such simulations studying
pieces of the problem, including dayside photoionization
heating in 2D (Owen & Adams 2014) and 3D (Tripathi et al.
2015; Debrecht et al. 2019), photoionization starting at the Hill
radius (Schneiter et al. 2016), stellar wind confinement in 2D
(Stone & Proga 2009; Tremblin & Chiang 2013) and 3D
(Bisikalo et al. 2013), magnetic fields in 2D (Owen & Adams
2014; Trammell et al. 2014) and 3D (Cohen et al. 2011;
Matsakos et al. 2015), and the possibility of developing a
circumstellar torus from the planetary outflow in global 3D
simulations (Carroll-Nellenback et al. 2017).

Through these simulations, several possibilities have been
identified that have the potential to enhance occultation in the
Lyα wings. One option is that, given sufficiently high densities,
absorption in the naturally broadened line wings may be
substantial enough that a large velocity offset between the gas
and the planet is not required. For example, Trammell et al.
(2014) demonstrated that HD 209458 b only needed a 50 G
dipole field to explain the observations by producing a dense
and extended equatorial dead zone—a region where the
outflow’s ram pressure is insufficient to overcome the confining
magnetic pressure. Likewise, stellar wind confinement may
increase the column density by spatially restructuring the
outflowing wind, generating a dense column where significant
absorption in the line wings can occur (Stone & Proga 2009).
Alternative options seek to increase occultation via Doppler
broadening by generating a fast neutral population through
additional physics. One such method is the interaction between
a slow neutral planetary wind and a fast ionized stellar wind,
which can produce energetic neutral atoms through charge
exchange (Holmström et al. 2008). Furthermore, at the stellar-
planetary wind interface, a Kelvin–Helmholtz instability will
lead to stirring that increases the efficiency of charge exchange
(Tremblin & Chiang 2013).

Regardless of whether stellar wind confinement is the correct
or entire explanation for these particular observations, the
stellar environment affects the structure of atmospheric
outflows, with observational consequences. To investigate
these consequences in 3D, we take a bottom-up approach by
deconstructing the stellar environment into three of its
individual components—the ionizing flux, tidal potential, and
stellar wind. In doing so, we can illuminate how each physical
process translates into observable properties of the outflow and
how one would expect those signatures to vary for different

conditions. Of the previous simulations, the most complete
calculation of stellar heating in 3D was Tripathi et al. (2015),
which self-consistently calculated ionization and heating of the
gas. This self-consistent calculation is required to resolve the
ionization structure of the planetary outflow, which is critical
for synthetic observations. Otherwise, one must rely on
previous work that has already done so for identical
parameters, or assume approximate solutions for new
parameters.
Yet, while the simulations of Tripathi et al. (2015) did

include tidal gravity, this study neglected the Coriolis force, a
stellar wind, and magnetic fields. Expanding on Tripathi et al.
(2015), we now seek to include stellar winds in a full-rotating
frame. A concurrent study by Debrecht et al. (2019) includes
Coriolis force (but no stellar wind or magnetic fields) and
focuses on varying planet mass and stellar flux. We defer
exploration of magnetic fields, which should play a significant
role in the outflow structure for fields above 1 G (Owen &
Adams 2014), to future work. Though we focus on hot Jupiters,
the concepts explored here should be applicable to a larger
demographic (e.g., hot and warm gaseous planets).
An overview of the goals, model, and setup in this work are

presented in Section 2. We provide a detailed description of the
numerical methods and setup in Section 3. Results are given in
Section 4, followed by a discussion of observational con-
sequences in Section 5. Future work and conclusions are
discussed in Section 6.

2. Model

We aim to study the interaction between an escaping
planetary atmosphere and its host star, in particular the star’s
stellar wind, gravitational force, and ionizing radiation. We will
not consider atmospheres undergoing Roche lobe overflow or
ablation by the stellar wind. Rather, our planetary winds will be
self-consistently driven by the energy deposited, via photo-
ionization heating, in the planet’s upper atmosphere. To this
end, we use radiative hydrodynamics to model the evolution of
an atmospheric outflow.
To accurately track the evolution with hydrodynamics, it is

necessary that the outflow remains in the collisional limit. We
confirm this in postprocessing with the evaluation of the
Knudsen number

l
= ( )

L
Kn , 1

where l s= -( )n col
1 is the mean free path of gas particles with

volumetric number density n, =  -( )L Plog 1 is the char-
acteristic length scale of the flow, and P is the gas pressure. The
collisional cross section, σcol, is obtained by assuming the
responsible collision mechanism for an individual population:
Coulomb scattering for ion–ion interactions, and hardbody
collisions for neutral–neutral or neutral–ion interactions.7

If one is interested in only the planetary evolution (e.g.,
mass-loss rate), it is sufficient for the outflow to remain
collisional only to the sonic surface, where a Mach number of
one is achieved.8 However, we also seek to model the large-

7 Neutral–ion interactions are better modeled by induced dipole scattering and
charge exchange, but we ignore those for simplicity and receive an upper
bound for Kn.
8 Neglecting any magnetic effects, conditions in a sonic region cannot
propagate information to the subsonic region.
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scale interaction with the stellar environment, which is always
governed by the ambient conditions—modeled here as a stellar
wind. Moreover, there are ambient conditions that impede the
formation of a sonic surface, in which case the planetary
evolution is also regulated by the ambient conditions. There-
fore, we require the entire outflow to be sufficiently collisional
to be properly modeled by hydrodynamics. Indeed, we find
that, within a few sonic radii, both the neutrals and the ions are
well within the collisional limit. Farther out, as the density
decreases, the neutrals become only marginally collisional but
are not dynamically or observationally significant precisely
because they reach such low densities.

In Section 2.1 we briefly describe all the physics taken into
account in our models. For Section 2.2 we discuss the
usefulness of Bernoulli’s constant for analyzing these winds. In
Section 2.3 we discuss the physical setup of the problem, and
in Section 2.4 we give intuition for the relevant length scales in
our flows.

2.1. Physical Processes

2.1.1. Radiative Transfer for Radiative Hydrodynamics

Our planetary winds are launched by photoionization heating
from the host star. The frequency (ν)-dependent optical depth
to ionizing photons along a given ray, parameterized by s, is
given as

òt a= ¢ ¢n n( ) ( ) ( )s s ds . 2
s

s

0

Here by definition t =n ( )s 00 . In the work presented here, the
opacities only come from neutral hydrogen absorption (i.e.,
a s=n n( ) ( )s n sH ,HI I), where nH I is the number density of
neutral hydrogen. The near-ionization frequency-dependent
cross section for photon absorption in neutral hydrogen is
approximately (e.g., Draine 2011, Section 13.1)

s
n
n

» ´n
-

-⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟ ( )6.3 10 cm . 3,H

18

0

3
2

I

For our simulations we implement the Verner et al. (1996)
analytic fits to get more accurate cross sections.

In our study, we will consider only ionizing monochromatic
light, without any radiation pressure. Therefore, we will now
drop any ν subscripts. Taking the optical depth from the star to
the edge of our simulation to be negligible, we equate the
incoming photon number flux of the simulation, F0, with the
photon number flux of the host star. Then the flux as a function
of optical depth τ is

= t- ( )F F e . 40

The ionization rate is then given by

 s= t- ( )n F e . 5H H 0I I

The rate of photoionization heating is the ionization rate times
the energy of the photoelectron released per ionization

 = ( )E . 6pe

Here n= -E h Ipe H, where h is Planck’s constant and
IH=13.6 eV is the ionization threshold energy of hydrogen.

Within a comoving fluid parcel, neutrals are repopulated
only via recombination. Because we follow only the direct
stellar ionizing radiation field, and not the diffuse field

generated by recombinations, we will adopt case-B recombina-
tion. This is the appropriate case when the gas is optically thick
to ionization, as is the case where the wind is launched. Farther
out in the flow, where the gas is almost completely ionized, this
may be inappropriate. In spite of this, we will ubiquitously
adopt case-B, making the recombination rate

 a= ( )n n . 7B H eII

Here nH II is the number density of ionized hydrogen, ne is the
number density of electrons, and we use an approximate form for
a = ´ - - -( )T2.59 10 10 K cm sB

13 4 0.7 3 1 (Osterbrock 1989).
Because the atmosphere is solely composed of hydrogen, we take
the gas to be electrically neutral so that ne=nH II. We leave the
question of metal cooling and entrainment in the winds for
future work.
While our flows near the planet are certainly optically thick

in Lyα, it is argued in Appendix C of Murray-Clay et al. (2009)
that similar flows are sufficiently “thin” that Lyα emission is
scattered into the line wings and escapes before being
thermalized back into the fluid via collisions. Therefore, in
our cooling rates, we consider both Lyα emission from
collisionally excited neutral hydrogen and radiative recombina-
tion emission

  = + a ( ). 8rr Ly

The rate of energy loss from recombination is given by
Osterbrock (1989)

 » L ( )k T n n . 9rr rr B
0.11

H eII

The constant L = ´ - -6.11 10 K cm srr
10 0.89 3 1, and kB is the

Stefan–Boltzmann constant. The rate of energy loss from Lyα
is given by Black (1981)

 = La a
- ( )n n e . 10T

Ly Ly H e
118348 K

I

Here L = ´a
- -7.5 10 erg cm sLy

19 3 1. Both the Lyα and
recombination cooling are temperature dependent, where the
temperature is calculated as

= ( )T
P

n k
. 11

B

The variable n is the total number density of all spe-
cies, = å = + +n n n n ns s H H eI II .

2.1.2. Fluid Equations

In our simulations we solve the conservative form of the
fluid equations:

r
r

¶
¶

+ =· ( ) ( )u
t

0, 12

  Wr
r r f r

¶
¶

+ Ä + = - - ´· ( ) ( ) ( )u
u u u

t
P 2 , 13

  r f
¶
¶

+ + = - + -· (( ) ) · ( )u u
E

t
E P , 14

 ¶
¶

+ = -· ( ) ( )u
n

t
n , 15H

H
I

I

r
g

= +
-

· ( )u uE
P1

2 1
. 16

Here, ρ is the mass density of the gas, u is the bulk velocity, P
is the isotropic pressure tensor with scalar value P, f is the
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mechanical potential, W is the frame rotation vector, and γ is
the adiabatic index, for which we will adopt γ=5/3. Recall
that Äu u is the outer product of the velocity with itself,
sometimes written as the dyadic product uu.

Equations (12)–(14) have the familiar conservative forms on
the left-hand side, with the relevant source terms for our
problem on the right-hand side. In the mass continuity equation
we have no sources. Sources in the momentum equation arise
from the potential and Coriolis force. For the energy equation
there is the change from advecting through a potential field
along with the energy gained and lost from radiative processes.
Recall that the Coriolis force can do no work. Note that because
the centrifugal force can be expressed as the gradient of a scalar
potential, we place it in our mechanical potential, f, as
discussed in Section 2.3.1. The continuity equation for neutrals,
Equation (15), is similar to that for total density with
recombination as a source and ionization as a sink. Note that in
Equation (16) we have used an ideal equation of state for a
perfect gas.

2.2. Bernoulli Constant

The Bernoulli constant is a useful tool for analyzing our
simulations, picking a stellar wind, and setting up the initial
conditions of the atmosphere. Lamers & Cassinelli (1999,
Section 4.1.1) provide a derivation of the Bernoulli constant for
a spherically symmetric wind; in Appendix A.2 we provide a
generalized derivation along any streamline. For a reversible
ideal gas, the Bernoulli constant is

f= + + - D ( )b u h q
1

2
, 172

where u is the bulk velocity, h is the enthalpy, f is the
mechanical potential and Δq is the heat added to the fluid (see
Appendix A). The heat flow along the path is given by the total
local heating rate, - , and thereforeΔq can be expressed as

 
ò r

D =
- ( )

( )
q

u
ds, 18

C s

where ρ is the density and C(s) is the streamline, parameterized
by s.

Something that immediately becomes apparent from the
Bernoulli constant is which parts of the domain are
energetically forbidden. Consider a system in which there
exists a surface defined by f º + Db qz . At this surface,
the kinetic energy and enthalpy have gone to zero (hence the
subscript “z” in fz), and all the energy is necessarily in the
potential energy. Thus, the fluid is bounded by this surface—
the absolute-zero-velocity surface. Therefore, a condition for an
unbounded flow is that (b+Δq)>f at all points along its
streamline. We use this criterion to help determine our initial
conditions, picking only bounded planetary atmospheres and
unbounded stellar winds.

When a flow is unbounded, it is meaningful to talk about its
asymptotic velocity. For frames where both f  0 and h 0
as  ¥r , the asymptotic velocity can be calculated as

= + D¥ ¥( ) ( )u b q2 . 19

For an ideal gas, h 0 is equivalent to T 0. In practice, as
long as the flow is supersonic as  ¥r , Equation (19) is
approximately correct as »¥ ¥ ¥u h c2

s,
2 , where ¥cs, is the

sound speed as  ¥r . Here, the notationD ¥q reminds us that
it includes all the energy injected into the wind out to infinity,
where we have assumed that the differential heat flow is zero.

2.3. Physical Setup

2.3.1. Reference Frame

We place our planet on a circular orbit and adopt a rotating
reference frame in which the planet and star are at fixed
locations. This frame, centered on the barycenter, has the
rotation vector given by the third law of Kepler

W =
+( )

ˆ ( )
G M M

a
z. 20

p

3

Here G is the Newtonian gravitational constant, Må is the
primary mass, Mp is the secondary mass, a is the semimajor
axis of the secondary’s orbit around the primary, and the z-axis
is the axis of rotation. In such a frame, the static potential is
given by




f = - - - W ^ ( )

G M

r

G M

r
r

1

2
, 21

p 2 2

where, for a given point, r is the distance to the secondary, rå is
the distance to the primary, and r⊥ is the distance to the
barycenter projected into the orbital plane.

2.3.2. Initial Planetary Atmosphere Setup

Within this reference frame, we place a point mass to
simulate the planet’s core, on top of which sits an atmosphere.
As the wind is launched in the upper atmosphere of a planet,
the gas is relatively dilute and warm enough to be well
described as an ideal gas. We ignore any viscous dissipation
and take all processes to be reversible. Absent any external
energy input, the most stable solution of an atmosphere will be
an adiabat. We thus construct an isentropic atmosphere that
satisfies the polytropic relationship, P=K ρΓ, with an
polytropic exponent, Γ, equal to the heat capacity ratio, γ.
In reality, the bolometric flux from the star drives the upper

atmosphere of a planet to be approximately isothermal at the
skin temperature (See Section 3.6 of Pierrehumbert 2010).
Because of a lack of incorporating the bolometric flux in our
simulation, and because Γ≈1 is not an appropriate approx-
imation throughout our simulation domain (e.g., in the ionized
outflow), we use an isentropic atmosphere with the temperature
at the base of the wind equal to the planet’s skin temperature.
Our atmosphere is contained well within the planet’s Hill

sphere, so for now we can ignore stellar gravity when
calculating its analytical initial profile. Note that in practice
we will use the full potential so that the atmosphere is not
technically spherically symmetric, but for simplicity of
discussion, we will assume such symmetry.9 Furthermore,
we consider planets that are tidally locked to their host stars
and will ignore any rotational effects tending to make
the atmosphere oblate. Under these conditions, we require
the atmosphere to be in hydrostatic equilibrium. We ignore
the gravitational effect of the gas itself, both analytically and

9 See Figure 1, which shows the solution for the full nonspherical potential.
Yet, by visual inspection, the atmosphere is virtual spherically symmetric.
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numerically in our simulations.10 From Equations (17), (53),
and the adiabatic equation of state, an adiabatic atmosphere that
is everywhere static has a density profile

r r
f f

= +
- g-⎡

⎣⎢
⎤
⎦⎥( )

( ( ))
( )

( )

r
r

h
1 . 22p

p

p

1 1

Here, variables with subscript “p” denote their value at the
planetary surface, Rp, which we define to be the radius where
τ=1. We emphasis that τ=1 at Rp is only the initial
condition at time step zero in our simulations of our
atmosphere. The optical depth to ionizing photons at Rp is
not fixed during the simulation, as the wind self-consistently
picks its base. We pick the atmosphere’s Bernoulli constant
such that the atmosphere is bound, which is found by solving
the equation f f= + hp p.

11 Because our atmosphere is
(nearly) spherically symmetric, we shall call this the zero
radius, Rz, as all variables go to zero at this surface. This is
often called the homentropic atmosphere because it is
isentropic, with constant entropy along rays, and is spherically
symmetric—thus, of “the same entropy” everywhere through-
out. For an ideal gas in a point-mass potential, this is equivalent
to

r r
g

g
= +

-
-

g-⎡
⎣
⎢⎢

⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟

⎤
⎦
⎥⎥( )

( )
( )

( )

r
G M

c r R
1

1 1 1
. 23p

p

s,p
2

p

1 1

Here cs,p is the isothermal speed of sound at Rp.
12

Numerically fixed inner-boundary conditions, which are
extrapolated from Equation (22) with the initial conditions at
Rp, are set at an inner-boundary radius. The inner boundary,
Rib, is deep enough within the atmosphere that conditions there
do not affect the outflow. While we set up an initial atmosphere
with predetermined conditions, the stellar flux boundary
condition self-consistently evolves the atmosphere above
τ=1. Therefore, below τ=1 our atmosphere is relatively
static, and our model should not necessarily be considered valid
there—even though it is far outside our inner boundary.
Justification for the insensitivity of the solution above τ=1 to
what lies below is given in Appendix A of Murray-Clay et al.
(2009).

See Figure 1 for the initial atmosphere with labeled radii. We
note that our choice of Rp as the radius at which τ=1 is not
the same as the radius of the optical surface of the planet (as
probed, for example, in optical transit measurements). We
make this choice for Rp because our model is valid only beyond
this radius. For typical hot Jupiters, the difference between the
radii of the optical surface and the τ=1 surface to ionizing
photons is of order 10% (Murray-Clay et al. 2009).

2.3.3. Ambient Medium Setup

Ideally, conditions outside the atmosphere would be those of
a typical interplanetary medium, which for most star systems
takes the form of a stellar wind. However, as we wish to break
the stellar environment down into its components, in some
simulations we do not include a stellar wind. When the stellar
wind is absent, we instead use an ambient medium that is as
low density as numerically feasible and that is pressure
matched to the outer edge of the planetary atmosphere. For
numerical reasons, we truncate the planetary atmosphere just
prior to the zero radius (defined in Section 2.3.2) at a radius we
call the atmospheric edge, Re.
Initially, it is important that the ambient medium is both

pressure matched to the numerical edge of our atmosphere and
that the ambient medium is itself pressure supported so it does
not collapse onto the planet. This is accomplished with another
hydrostatic atmosphere similar to Equation (22)

r r
f f

= +
-

>
g-⎛

⎝⎜
⎞
⎠⎟( )

( )
( )

( )

r
r

h
r R1 , . 24a

a

a

1 1

e

Here, the subscripts “a” denotes an ambient medium reference
variable, where the reference location is the ambient medium/
planetary atmosphere interface (Re).
By design, the ambient medium’s reference density

r r<a e—the density of the atmosphere at Re. Thus, by also
requiring pressuring matching at the interface (f f=a e),
Pa=Pe, so that ha>he. Because f f= + hz,a a a determines
the ambient absolute-zero-velocity surface, then the zero radius
of the ambient medium is larger than the planetary atmo-
sphere’s bounding surface.13 Owing to numerical considera-
tions, a balancing act between too high or too low of values for
ha (or relatedly ρa) occurs and is discussed in Appendix B.

Figure 1. The initial density profile of a hydrostatic atmosphere. Within the
innermost circle, <r Rmask , the density is held to a constant value, ρmask.
Between Rib and Rmask the density is held fixed at every time step to its original
analytic hydrostatic solution. The radius of the planet, Rp, is where τ=1
initially. The outermost circle, Re, is the edge of the atmosphere where the
density tends to zero, past which is a low-density, pressure-matched ambient
medium.

10 Thus, while the atmosphere has a polytropic equation of state, it is not a
polytrope as it is not a solution to the Lane–Edmen equation (i.e., no self-
gravity), and there are an infinite number of analytic solutions.
11 Thus, the relevant parameters are the radius, mass, and skin temperature of
the planet. For our simulations, we pick parameters of numerically convenient
hot Jupiters, see Section 3.2.2 for more details.
12 Notice that from this equation, and the limit definition of e, the

r r= -g ( ) ( ( ))r G M c r Rlim exp 1 11 p p s,p
2

p , which is the profile of an
isothermal atmosphere.

13 Because f f= + hz,a a a and f f f= + = +h hz,p p p e e, but >h ha e and
f f=a e, then f f>z z,a ,p or >R Rz z,a ,p.
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2.3.4. Stellar Wind Setup

When we seek to include the interplanetary medium in the
form of a stellar wind, we set a stellar wind inflow boundary
condition and initialize our domain with that of a steady-state
stellar wind instead of an ambient medium. One challenging
aspect of our simulation is the injection of a realistic stellar
wind. As our energy deposition into the planetary atmosphere
is detailed, we use an adiabatic index of Γ=γ=5/3
throughout the entire simulation. This differs from numerous
previous simulations only in that we have no “hidden” energy
injection or ad hoc redistribution built into our adiabatic index,
such as an isothermal Parker Wind with Γ≈1 (e.g., Stone &
Proga 2009; Tremblin & Chiang 2013; Carroll-Nellenback
et al. 2017). This means that our fluid behaves isentropically in
the absence of ionizing radiation.

Typically, stellar wind models that do not resolve the heating
sources use such “polytropes” (Γ≈1). Unfortunately for our
simulation, as discussed in Appendix A.3, there is no transonic
wind solution for a polytropic fluid with polytropic index
Γ=5/3. Note that stellar wind models that do resolve heating
terms also use Γ=γ=5/3, but include such things as heat
conduction, Alfvén wave dissipation, resistive and viscous
dissipation, or coronal heating sources (Mikić et al. 1999). As
our only energy injection is from ionization, we cannot
generate an optically thin transonic stellar wind without
another energy injection method (e.g., via magnetic fields as
seen in Alfvén-driven winds) (Lamers & Cassinelli 1999, Ch.
10). Fortunately, by using the Bernoulli constant, we can set
the boundary conditions to induce a stellar wind that, within the
domain of our simulation, mimics a transonic wind locally. The
only catch is that the stellar wind is always sub- or supersonic
(see Section 3.2.2 for more details).

Therefore, our stellar wind is modeled as a spherical
isentropic wind14 (i.e., a “polytrope”) with index Γ=γ (see
footnote 10 and Appendix A.3), for which the velocity profile
is derived in Appendix A.3. Note that spherical symmetry may
not be realistic, even at close distances, but we will make this
assumption regardless (Vidotto et al. 2018). Therefore, we use
Equation (57) with Γ=γ to evaluate the stellar wind’s velocity
structure. Notice that u(r) is independent of ρ. Therefore, given
a u ,0 and T ,0 at r ,0 (a reference radius not necessarily equal to
the stellar radius), we can adjust the total pressure of the stellar
wind by scaling the stellar proton number density, n ,0, while
leaving all other profiles unaltered
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Here me is the mass of an electron and mH II is the mass of an
ionized hydrogen. Note that there is a factor of two on the
thermal pressure to account for both the protons and electrons.
Thus, we only need to alter n ,0 to tune the stellar wind
strength. Controlling n ,0 grants us a handle on where the bow

shock interface of the planetary and stellar winds occurs, and
on whether the planetary outflow is a wind or breeze.
Moreover, this allows us to use the same velocity and
temperature profile and, therefore, Mach profile across all of
our stellar winds.
We note that realistic stellar winds do not merely differ

between one another by a density scaling, and that we are
probing only a small area of the possible phase space of stellar
winds. In this study, we focus on the effects of a confining
stellar wind and, therefore, require a handle on only the total
wind pressure to make comparisons between wind strengths.
Studies probing charge exchange, or stellar magnetic fields,
will require more realistic modeling of stellar winds. For a
review of realistic stellar-wind numerical modeling, see
Gombosi et al. (2018).

2.4. Length Scales

To determine an appropriately sized domain for any
simulation, it is important to understand the length scales of
the problem to ensure that everything can be captured within
the domain. Additionally, length scales offer insight into the
resulting structures and their origins. For our problem, the
important scales for the outflow are the outflow’s scale height
(the importance of which has already been discussed in
Section 2), the optical depth of one surface for ionizing
photons, the sonic point where the planetary outflow transitions
from subsonic to supersonic, the planet’s Hill radius, the
Coriolis length of the planetary outflow, and the bow shock
radius where the planetary and stellar winds collide.
Optical depth one to ionizing photons: While τ=1 along

the substellar ray was initially set at Rp, the simulation self-
consistently identifies the τ=1 surface as the flow evolves.
This will depend on the incoming ionizing flux, recombination
rate, and advection of neutrals in the planetary outflow.
However, one can still chose np such that τ=1 ends up near
Rp. This choice depends on the strength of the ionizing flux,
and is briefly discussed in Appendix C.
Sonic point: The sonic point is where the outflow goes

transonic ( =∣ ∣u cs and  >· ∣ ∣u u 0). However, for a self-
consistently launched outflow with ionization heating, its
location is difficult to know a priori. For reference, the sonic
point radius for an isothermal Parker wind is =r G M cs,iso p s

2.
This expression can be used to approximate the location in a
self-consistently launched outflow by evaluating cs using the
temperature is at the base of the wind, ~T 10 K4 . For a fuller
understanding of how the sonic point depends on ionization
heating, see the discussion in Section 2.2.3 of Murray-Clay
et al. (2009).
Effective Hill radius: The Hill radius, where stellar tidal

gravity balances the planet’s gravity, is well approximated as


= ( )r a

M

M3
. 26H

p
3

However, the Hill radius is derived for particles that do not
experience a pressure force. Just as the pressure force causes
gas in a protoplanetary disk to orbit at sub-Keplerian velocities
by effectively reducing the central mass, here the pressure force
reduces the Hill radius by effectively reducing the planet’s
mass. We call this radius where the planet, tidal, and pressure
forces balance the “effective Hill radius,” which will be interior

14 Necessarily because there is no energy injection mechanism for the optically
thin stellar wind, and because the entire work done in our hydrodynamic
simulation is reversible.
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to Equation (26) for monotonically decreasing pressure
profiles.

Coriolis length: Now imagine a ballistic particle experien-
cing only the Coriolis force, W= - ´a v2 . The particles
move in a circle with a period of t=π/Ω, because the
frequency of the acceleration is twice the frame rotation, 2Ω,
and a full revolution is 2π. Recall that the Coriolis force does
no work, W- ´ =( ) ·v v2 0, and only serves to transfer
momentum between coordinate axes. Therefore, we arbitrarily
define when a particle has been significantly affected by the
Coriolis force as when its initial momentum has been deflected
by one radian (i.e., it has traversed one radius—the length scale
of the circle). Thus, the timescale on which particles are
significantly affected by the Coriolis force is (2Ω)−1. Given the
average velocity over that trajectory, á ñv , the Coriolis length
scale is

=
á ñ
W

W ( )L
v

2
. 27

One could similarly define the Coriolis length to be the scale
on which the outflow reaches a Rossby number of one, Ro ≡
v/(2Ω LΩ). For an outflow with its sonic point interior to the
Hill sphere, á ñv is on the order of u∞ from Equation (19).

Bow shock: The bow shock radius, Rbow, occurs where there
is a pressure match between the stellar wind and the planetary
outflow

  r r+ = +^ ^[ ]∣ ( )P u P u . 28R,
2 2

bow

Here the “å” subscripts denote the stellar wind, which is not
constant throughout the domain. Subscript “⊥” denotes the
normal component of the velocity to the bow shock interface.
As it is the stellar wind that shrouds the planet, the bow shock
is roughly spherical with respect to the planet’s origin between
the planet and star, but asymptotes to a radial line far past the
planet.15 Because we can analytically solve for the stellar wind
structure, we can numerically solve for the location of the
standoff radius given the numerical structure of the planetary
wind in the absence of a stellar wind. We note that, because the
shocked stellar wind does not radiate effectively, the width of
the shocked stellar wind region can be substantial, and care
must be taken to choose a box size large enough to enclose the
shock.

3. Numerical Methods

3.1. Athena

To solve the model described in Section 2, we use the
publicly available magnetohydrodynamics code Athena
v4.2 (Stone et al. 2008). This Eulerian code has been
rigorously tested and highly parallelized, making it an ideal
starting point to solve our radiative-hydrodynamic model. Two
additional packages are utilized to add physics beyond the ideal
fluid equations. The first is the ionization package from
Krumholz et al. (2007), updated to incorporate static mesh
refinement (SMR) for plane-parallel ionization (Tripathi et al.
2015). The radiative transfer in this package is operationally
split from the hydrodynamic update and is done by radiative
subcycling between hydro time steps. Second, Athenaʼs

shearing box physics package (Stone & Gardiner 2010) is used
to implement the Coriolis force, as described in Section 3.1.1.
Standard fluid algorithmic choices are as follows. We use the

piecewise-parabolic method, a third-order spatial reconstruc-
tion method, for reconstructing the fluid variables at cell
interfaces. For the Riemann problem of the interface fluxes,
Roe’s linearized solver is used. Our integrator is the 3D
directionally unspilt corner transport upwind (CTU) scheme.
SMR is used around the planet to ensure that scale heights
within the fluids are well resolved. As discussed in Tripathi
et al. (2015), we use the H-correction algorithm to avoid the
carbuncle instability from the wind’s convergences on the
nightside.

3.1.1. Modifications and Use of Athena’s Features

In order to run the simulations successfully and to improve
their accuracy, we modify the default Athena code and
implement a few nonstandard features. First, we added first-
order flux correction to the CTU integrator, using the same
method as already implemented in Athenaʼs van Leer
integrator (Beckwith & Stone 2011). This scheme detects
when calculation of the flux at higher order leads to a negative
density or pressure and self-consistently redoes the flux
calculation at the boundary of each affected cell using more
diffusive and, hence, more stable first-order fluxes. Resorting to
first-order fluxes turns out to be necessary only initially while
the wind is launching, for reasons similar to those discussed
below regarding our prolongation slope limiter changes.
Second, we modified Athenaʼs shearing box physics

feature so that the Coriolis force without a centrifugal term
can be used with nonperiodic boundary conditions. To do so
without adding additional fictitious forces, one can set the shear
parameter to zero, = -¶ W ¶ =q rlog log 0. A shear para-
meter of zero suggests solid body rotation, for which central
forces are balanced everywhere and the only force felt is the
Coriolis force. Thus, the only fictitious force the shearing box
module adds is the Coriolis force, while the tidal forces are
taken care of in the static potential without any of the usual
shearing box approximations. Additional steps need to be taken
as the shearing box approximation assumes periodic boundary
conditions, with Athenaʼs shearing box feature hardcoded to
remap boundaries without consideration to the user-input
boundaries.
As some simulations are in a rotating frame, issues can arise

when a flow is bending near a boundary. To prevent unphysical
inflow from being extrapolated from the boundary conditions,
we use what are sometimes referred to as dipole boundary
conditions. That is to say, we use the standard outflow
boundary conditions when the bulk velocity normal to the
boundary is outward, but restrict the mass inflow to the initial
ambient medium when the normal velocity is inward. While
this sufficiently reduces undesired inflow, there are still
reflections at the boundary that are not damped and can lead
to oscillations. While these oscillations are present in our
simulations, they occur where the density and pressure are
orders of magnitude smaller than those around the planet in the
domain of interest. Note that these are not standard Athena
boundary conditions and are implemented as user-defined
boundary conditions.
Next, we also found it necessary to add an additional slope

limiter to Athenaʼs prolongation operator as applied at SMR
boundaries. Because radiative cooling in our simulations is15 See Figure 10 of Murray-Clay et al. (2009) for a cartoon of the geometry.
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rapid, when the ionization front in the planetary atmosphere
first expands, it is characterized by a very large density jump.
When this structure passes over SMR boundaries, the
prolonged density or pressure can be negative unless it is
appropriately limited. We therefore limit the slope in each
direction to be less than 4/3,16 which is sufficient to ensure
that the prolonged quantities remain positive. This limit
modifies the simulation only during the early phase of
evolution when the outflow is expanding and does not apply
in the steady-state configuration reached at later times, as this
structure has passed over all of our SMR level boundaries.

Finally, we made minor improvements to Krumholz et al.ʼs
(2007) ionization package by modifying the temperature
calculation to produce higher accuracy. Our modified version
of Athena, other tools used in the production of this paper, a
version of this paper with embedded movies, and more are
freely available for download and use at our GitLab
repository.17

3.2. Domain Setup

3.2.1. Reference Frame

All simulations have the planet at the origin, and depending on
the simulation, we adopt either an inertial or a noninertial rotating
reference frame. By using a frame centered on the secondary, we
can use a smaller domain, which keeps both total computational
expense and error from using plane-parallel radiation to a
minimum. For rotating frames, let the primary be located at
 = - ˆr a x and the barycenter at  = - +( ) ˆr a M M M xb p , so
that the potential in Equation (21) is recast as




f = - -

-
- W -^( )

∣ ∣ ∣ ∣
∣ ∣ ( )r

r r r
r r

G M G M 1

2
. 29

p 2
b

2

The first term is included in all of our simulations as the
planet is always present, while the second and third terms are
included only in simulations where tidal potential is consid-
ered. In Athena, this is implemented by setting the static
potential function to Equation (29). This allows us to examine
the tidal forces aspect of a rotating frame without considering
the Coriolis force, which can be included with the shearing box
package described in Section 3.1.1.

3.2.2. Fluid Initial Conditions

Within the simulation is a planetary atmosphere surrounded
by an ambient medium. The parameters that characterize the
planet and its atmosphere are the planet’s mass, Mp, and radius,
Rp, and the temperature, Tp, at Rp. While the mass and radius
can be treated as free parameters used to model any desired
planet, to launch a wind with ionization heating, the planet’s
skin temperature must be well below that of the launched
wind (Appendix A of Murray-Clay et al. 2009). Thus, the
temperature sets a physical scale within the problem
( T 10 Kp

4 for hot Jupiters), making planets with larger
escape speeds or smaller wind temperatures, which have a
smaller scale height to planetary radius ratio, more challenging
to simulate.

Other atmospheric quantities can be calculated from these
primary parameters and certain assumptions. One such

assumption—which is accurate for ionizing fluxes studied
here—is that planetary escape occurs in the energy-limited
regime rather than the recombination-limited regime, as
described in Murray-Clay et al. (2009). Therefore, the surface
of optical depth unity to ionizing photons does not move
appreciably between the start of the simulation and when the
wind has reached steady state. As the initial isentropic
atmosphere’s density and pressure scale heights are indepen-
dent of the particle number density, we can always set the
location of the optical depth unity surface to be at Rp by scaling
the number density. We do so by setting

s
= ~( )

( )n
H R

1
, 30p

H pI

where
~
H is a scale height defined in Appendix C. Otherwise, in

the recombination-limited regime, one could balance recombi-
nation with ionization to get a proper number density such that
detailed balance is achieved near Rp.
Setting aside the temperature, a planet’s mass and radius will

determine the scale height and, in turn, the simulation
resolution required. For an isentropic atmosphere, the scale
heights become infinitesimally small near the edge of the
atmosphere and at the core. This does not matter near the
atmospheric edge as we truncate before reaching the zero
radius, and once the simulation begins to run, the edge will be
replaced by a wind in any event. However, the singularity near
the core requires that we adopt an inner boundary in our
simulation to avoid numerical difficulties.
To set the inner boundary, Rib, we require a few scale heights

between τ=1 and Rib, so that the base of the wind will be self-
consistently found without interference from the inner
boundary. Here we define a scale height to be one e-folding
in density (see Equation (62)), and choose Rib to be two scale
heights below the initial atmosphere’s τ=1. We then set Rmask

five cells below Rib (number of ghost cells plus one), within
which we hold the all variables to the same fixed value. By
resetting all the cells between Rib and Rmask at every time step
to their hydrostatic solution, we create an internal boundary
condition, as no information within Rmask can propagate out by
construction. By using a masking radius instead of a softening
radius (i.e., a Plummer radius) in our potential, we avoiding
introducing artificial errors in our potential.
Past the numerical edge of the planetary atmosphere is the

ambient medium. When the ambient medium is not supposed
to represent a stellar wind, our goal is to minimize its impact on
the planetary wind. The detailed structure of our ambient
medium is described in Appendix B, but it suffices to say that
by using a low-density, initially pressure-matched, ambient
medium, we prevent infall onto the atmosphere and stop the
planetary wind from entering a “snowplow” phase. When we
do include a stellar wind, we initialize the ambient medium
with the velocity structure given by Equation (57). With the
velocity structure and a stellar mass-loss rate, we can then
calculate the density and temperature profiles of the wind with
Equations (55) and (56), respectively. To indefinitely sustain
the wind, the same formulation used to refresh the planet’s
hydrostatic lower atmosphere with a fixed inner boundary is
used. This means that, within a fixed inner-boundary radius,
 = ´r 4 10 cm,ib

11 , centered on the star’s origin, stellar wind
conditions are held constant throughout time. Finally, the

16 This limit comes from the cell-centered distances between child cells and
their parents, 1/4, and the number of dimensions, 3.
17 https://gitlab.com/athena_ae/athena_ae
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domain’s dipole boundary conditions (Section 3.1.1) are then
modified to respect these conditions.

As mentioned in Section 2.3.4, the stellar wind is either
always sonic or subsonic owing to the stellar wind’s polytropic
index of Γ=5/3. Therefore, we chose a sonic stellar wind
such that it will shock on the planetary outflow. While the wind
is technically isentropic, it has been carefully chosen to mimic a
more realistic stellar wind within the domain of the simulation.
Specifically, the stellar wind starts at r ,0 with = -v 200 km s 1,
but by the time it reaches the planet, it has accelerated to
= -v 290 km s 1 (similar stellar outflow velocities are found,

e.g., in a stellar wind model for HD 219134 by Vidotto et al.
2018). It continues to accelerate past the planet with a
maximum of nearly 300 km s−1. We note that outside our
simulation box, the isentropic stellar wind is not a good model
for the stellar wind profiles.

3.2.3. Stellar Radiation

A planetary wind is launched by irradiating our computa-
tional domain with monochromatic plane-parallel radiation.
Ionizing flux enters from the negative x-axis, altering the
ionization state and depositing energy into the fluid. To prevent
transients from impacting the early simulation, the flux is
ramped up so that the wind is gently launched into the ambient
medium. Let the true physical stellar flux be equal to our flux at
time equal infinity, ¥ = ¥( )F F . Our initial flux will start at a
factor f0 of the physical flux, such that = ¥( )F f F0 0 . We
gradually increase the flux using a Gaussian rate of change
ramp function with standard deviation σ, so that after time t the
flux is

= + - -¥ -
⎛
⎝
⎜⎜

⎛
⎝
⎜⎜

⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟

⎞
⎠
⎟⎟

⎞
⎠
⎟⎟( ) ( ) ( )F t

F
f

t

t2
1 erf erf 1 2 1 . 311

0
1 2

Here erf() is the error function and erf−1() is the inverse error
function. The halfway point of the flux ramping occurs at

s= -- ( )t f2 erf 1 21 2
1

0 , such that = ¥( ) ( )F t F1 2
1

2
. In

practice, once = ¥( )F t F0.999 , we set = ¥( )F t F for the rest
of the simulation duration.

3.3. Parameters Used

To efficiently model atmospheric escape around hot Jupiters,
we pick parameters that enable good resolution at reasonable
cost while still being physically motivated. For the planet, we
use = ´ » ♄M M5.0 10 gp

29 , = ´ » ♃R R1.5 10 cm 2p
10 ,

and Tp=1100 K with a semimajor axis = »a 10 cm12

0.07 au. Recall that ♄ is the astronomical symbol for Saturn
and ♃ is the symbol for Jupiter. Our choices correspond to a
large planetary radius, which helps increase the scale height by
decreasing the local surface gravity g. For a full understanding
of how these parameters affect the scale height, see
Appendix C. Our parameters are close to those of Wasp-17
b, one of the more extreme exoplanets. We run all of our
simulations for 2×106 s, which is over 3.5 orbital periods,
after which all simulations appear to have reached a steady or
quasi-steady state.

The domain varies depending on which simulation we run.
As explained in Section 4, we run three classes of simulation
depending on which physical processes we include; we denote
these runs Rogue, Tidal, and Rotating. Our Rogue simulations
are carried out in a ( )R50 p

3 box centered on the planet. The

Tidal simulations use a similar domain, but extended an
additional R25 p along the negative x-axis toward the star
(( ´ ´ ) R75 50 50 p). Finally, the Rotating simulations take
the Tidal domain and extend an additional R25 p along both
the negative and positive y-axes (( ´ ´ ) R75 100 50 p). For the
planet’s inner-boundary conditions, we use =R R44 64mask p
and =R R49 64ib p. The edge of the planetary atmosphere is at

=R R89 80e,0 p, and the first ambient medium’s edge is at
=R R2 3e,1 p (defined in Appendix B).

Computational expense varies greatly across our several
different simulations. We used 115 Intel Xeon E5-2650 central
processing units in parallel for all simulations. Wall times
ranged from roughly 2 days (Rogue) to a month (Rotating with
a strong stellar wind). However, most simulations ran in under
10 days, with the strong stellar wind being the outlier (for the
Rotating domain, the intermediate stellar wind took 13.5 days
and the weak stellar wind took 10 days). The two main reasons
for the range of cost were the varying domain sizes and the
inclusion of a stellar wind. The most prohibiting factor, a strong
stellar wind, remains present on the finest level of resolution
throughout the duration of the simulation. This level of
resolution was chosen for the planetary outflow but is an
unnecessarily high resolution for the hotter, and therefore
possessing larger scale heights, stellar wind. As the stellar wind
is both hot and fast, the Courant condition leads to smaller time
steps for the stellar wind than the planetary outflow at the same
spatial resolution. Ideally, in the future, adaptive mesh
refinement or better SMR will be chosen to avoid excessively
high spatial resolution in the stellar wind.
Resolution for the simulation is set such that within a cell

there is, at most, a scale height. While we do not know the
structure of the wind in steady state a priori, the hydrostatic
isentropic atmosphere contains some of the smallest scale
heights throughout the duration of the simulation. The number
of scale heights between two points in our hydrostatic
isentropic atmosphere is given by Equation (63). Because the
hydrostatic atmosphere and base of the wind require the most
resolution, we use a statically refined mesh. The highest
resolution region, which is a box of size ( )R2.5 p

3 centered on
the planet with δx=Rp/64, encapsulates both the wind base
and hydrostatic atmosphere. We then include four coarser
levels of refinement around that, leading to a minimum
resolution δx=Rp/4 in the region outside a box of size
( )R4 p

3 centered on the planet.
The star is modeled after the Sun, with
 = ´ = M M1.989 10 g33 and  = ´ =R 6.957 10 cm10

R . The ionizing flux is = ´¥
- -F 2 10 cm s13 2 1, which is

comparable to our Sun’s “moderate to low solar activity” extreme-
ultraviolet flux18 scaled to 0.05 au (Woods et al. 1998). Note
that our ionizing flux is scaled to the center of our box as we
use plane-parallel radiation. To ramp the flux to avoid
transients, we use f0=10−2 and t1/2=5×104 s. We use a
monochromatic ionizing flux of hν=16 eV, which is in line
with previous studies and is reasonable for a hot Jupiter around
a quiet solar analog (Tripathi et al. 2015).
For simulations that include a stellar wind, we consider a

range of wind strengths, as parameterized by nå,0,
Equation (25). Our choices for nå,0 are ´ -1.5 10 cm3 3,

´ -1.5 10 cm4 4, and ´ -7.0 10 cm4 3 at reference radius
 = ´ »r 4 10 cm 0.03 au,0

11 . Note that the proton number

18 Photon energies of 13.6–40 eV (91–30 nm).
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density of the Sun’s stellar wind at this distance is roughly
 = ´ -n 8.4 10 cm,0

3 3, which falls directly between our
low and intermediate value. The Vidotto & Bourrier (2017)
model of GJ 436 estimates a ram pressure of

= ´ -P 1.4 10 dyn cmram
6 2 at the location of GJ 436 b, which

nearly corresponds to the pressure of our intermediate stellar
wind. Vidotto et al. (2018) modeled HD 219134 and found
pressures near HD 219314 b similar to those of our strong
stellar wind. The other parameters of the stellar wind are
 = ´T 1.35 10 K6 and an initial velocity of  = -v 200 km s 1,
corresponding to a Mach number of M=1.04. The stellar
mass-loss rates corresponding to our three wind strengths
are ´ - -

M1.3 10 yr16 1, ´ - -
M1.3 10 yr15 1, and ´5.9

- -
M10 yr15 1.

4. Results

We now explore the effects of the tidal gravity, the Coriolis
force, and the stellar wind on the planetary outflow piece-by-
piece. Our base case is an atmosphere receiving ionizing flux in
the planet’s potential with no external stellar wind (Rogue run,
Section 4.1). The impact of noninertial forces from the planet’s
orbit around a star is first examined without the Coriolis force
(Tidal run, Section 4.2) and then with it (Rotating run,
Section 4.3). The morphology of the outflows until this point is
recapped with a more quantitative analysis of their velocity
structures in Section 4.4. Next the effects of a stellar wind are
demonstrated by contrasting the results of varying stellar wind
strengths in both the Rogue and Tidal runs (Section 4.5).
Finally, the full suite of stellar environment physics is
considered in the Rotating run with a stellar wind
(Section 4.6). A summary of quantitative variables, particularly
the mass-loss rate, across all simulations is given in
Section 4.7, and observational consequences are delayed until
Section 5. The important simulation parameters used across all
runs are summarized in Table 1.

4.1. Rogue Simulation: Effects of Ionizing Radiation

We begin with a planet receiving plane-parallel ionizing
radiation in the absence of tidal gravity or a stellar wind, shown
in Figures 2(a) and (d). The closest physical analog would be
an ejected rogue planet heated by high-energy photons from a
nearby high-mass star. Such a situation would be more likely to
occur in extreme environments, such as the young star-forming
regions near the Galactic Center. However, the motivation for
this study is as a base case for comparison to more complex
planetary conditions (i.e., those with a stellar host).

Despite inherent asymmetric heating, the outflow at large
scales is strikingly spherically symmetric. The symmetry arises
from azimuthal pressure gradients freely redistributing material
along equipotential surfaces, the efficiency of which can be
seen in the steady-state solution of the temperature distribution,
Figure 3. At larger distances, material streams radially outward,
having subdued the azimuthal pressure gradients. It is only on
the nightside, originating from the planet’s shadow, that a
planetary tail and the surrounding dearth of material break the
symmetry. Note that the “planetary tail” is not the nightside or
downstream arm of the outflow, but the noticeably neutral-
enriched density enhancement that forms in the shadow of the
planet.

The planetary tail is a new prediction in multidimensional
simulations (also seen in Debrecht et al. 2019), as previous
models had not resolved the stellar heating. Instead, these
models used an adiabatic index near one and fixed temperature
boundary conditions that varied as the angular distance from
the substellar point, to emulate an anisotropic, isothermal
Parker wind (Stone & Proga 2009; Carroll-Nellenback et al.
2017). In place of a planetary tail, these prior studies show a
sustained nightside compression shock, which arises as hot
dayside material flows around the planet and enters the planet’s
cold nightside atmosphere (See Figures 1 and 4 in Stone &
Proga 2009; Figure 3 “ANISO” panel in Carroll-Nellenback
et al. 2017). We should note that this phenomenon is also seen
in our simulations, but only initially, as our boundary
conditions are set deeper than the base of the wind. Thus,
when inflowing dayside material advects heat to the nightside,
it cannot remain cold as it does in the fixed anisotropic
Parker wind.
Setting boundary conditions interior to the wind base enables

the nightside to readjust, preventing material from reentering
the atmosphere. Material advected to the nightside, unable to
receive ionizing radiation in the planet’s shadow, begins to
form the planetary tail. The tail then serves to lessen azimuthal
pressure gradients and shuts down the compression shock,
explaining why we only see the shock as an initial transient in
our simulations. Even with typical interstellar medium (ISM)
cooling rates at solar metallicity, we find that the timescale for
the material to flow from the dayside to nightside would be too

Table 1
Simulation Parameters

Parameter Value

Planet

Mass, Mp (g) 5.0×1029

Radius, Rp (cm) 1.5×1010

Temperature at Rp, Tp (K) 1.1×103

Density at Rp,
# rp (g cm−3) 6.64×10−16

Orbital Parameters

Semimajor axis, a (cm) 1.0×1012

Orbital period,# P (s) 5.5×105

Star

Mass, M (g) 1.989×1033

Radius, R (cm) 6.957×1010

Ionizing flux, F0 (cm
−2 s−1) 2.0×1013

Photon energy, nh (eV) 1.6×101

Stellar Wind

Reference radius, r ,0 (cm) 4.0×1011

Temperature at r ,0, T ,0 (K) 1.35×106

Velocity at r ,0, v ,0 (cm s−1) 2.0×107

Proton number density at r ,0, n ,0 (cm−3) (1.5, 15, 70)×103

Mass-loss rate,# Ṁ (Me yr−1) (1.3, 13, 59)×10−16

Pressure at planet,#  ( )P a,total (dyn cm−2) (1.3, 13, 61)×10−7

Note. Parameters used in simulations. Parameters that are not free parameters
but are determined by other variables are denoted with a # superscript. Tuple
values in parentheses correspond to the weak, intermediate, and strong stellar
winds accordingly.
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fast for the tail to sufficiently cool and collapse. We note that
both the previous models and ours lack consideration of
conductive heating and cooling. While conduction was found

not to be dynamically important on the substellar ray because
of outflow timescales (García Muñoz 2007; Murray-Clay et al.
2009), if hot stagnant gas persists on the nightside, as evident in
Figure 3, heat conduction may be dynamically important—
something future multidimensional simulations need to take
into consideration.
The formation of the tail is also responsible for the

surrounding dearth of material. The tail grows by accruing
material via the tip; thus, new material must travel farther,
spending more time in ionizing radiation, before it can enter the
shadow. Eventually, there comes a point at which this material
has received enough ionizing energy to become unbound, and it
flows radially outward as this is now the path of least resistance.
Thus, drawing a radial line from the origin to this point at the
edge of the shadow demarcates the dearth boundary. With this
description, the length, ℓ, from the planet where the flaring
outflow begins to diverge from the tail can be estimated. We
equate the potential energy to the ionizing heating rate multiplied
by the time spent getting there (i.e., the distance divided by the
flow velocity, f = ℓ v). For a point-mass potential, this yields

m
s

=
t

¥
-

( )ℓ
G M v

E F e
. 32

p

pe H I

With a flow velocity of order = -v 10 km s 1 and marginally
bound gas near the τ=1 surface, we find =ℓ R3.6 p, which is
close to the simulation’s R4 p. Naively, one might expect the
tail to truncate at this distance as it can no longer receive
material at the tip. However, the tail is hot and adiabatically
expands outward, allowing new material to enter at points prior
to the truncation, thereby sustaining its growth.

Figure 2. The fully launched density structure of a hydrodynamic escaping planetary outflow without a stellar wind. Ionizing radiation enters from the left side of each
box. The first row shows slices in the orbital plane, z=0, while the second row shows vertical slices perpendicular to the planet–star axis, y=0. Left: our Rogue
planet, which feels only the effects of an external ionizing source and the planet’s gravity. Middle: our Tidal simulation, which includes tidal gravity but no Coriolis
term. Right: a true rotating frame with the Coriolis force, called our Rotating simulation. This figure is available online as an animation, showing the launching of the
outflow from t=0 s until = ´t 1.5 10 s6 . The video duration is 15 s.

(An animation of this figure is available.)

Figure 3. The temperature of the gas for our Rogue planet. The green contour
is the surface where τ=1 for ionizing radiation entering from the left side of
the plot. The corresponding dashed green circle is of constant radius equal to
the substellar τ=1 radius. While the nightside is cold just at and below the
dashed circle, the temperature just above is practically uniform around the
entire planet. The pencil shadings are the line integral convolution to assist in
visualizing the flow. We can see a stagnation point in the shadow near R4 p,
which leads to the flaring around the neutral shadow exhibited in Figures 2(a)
and (d). The sonic surface is marked in red and does not form a closed surface.
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Finally, we comment that, irrespective of the nightside
steady state, a cosine temperature function does not match the
dayside temperature profile of the self-consistently simulated
hot Jupiter. At the altitude of the wind base, the temperature is
uniformly ∼7000 K, as shown in Figure 3. This directly calls
into question whether simple cosine anisotropic heating
functions are valid in the regime of hot Jupiters. We believe
not, as the cosine function inherently assumes that the
temperature is set by the flux received. Instead, we find that
for the dayside of hot Jupiters, the temperature is set by the
cooling equilibrium temperature, as the entire face is bathed in
ample flux to achieve such temperatures. We therefore suggest
that a cosine anisotropic heating function would be suitable
only for planets whose dayside temperature is set by the
heating rate and not the cooling rate, such as a planet similar to
Earth.

4.2. Tidal Simulation: Effects of Tidal Gravity and Ionizing
Radiation

Our Tidal run is shown in Figures 2(b) and (e). In addition to
ionizing radiation, it includes tidal forces, with the star located
at = - ¯x R66.6 p. Note that this is not a true rotating frame, as
we neglect the Coriolis force, but this frame is akin to that used
in Tripathi et al. (2015) and in numerous 1D models that
included tidal gravity.

A clear difference between the Tidal and Rogue runs is the
funneling of material toward the star. Escaping planetary gas is
energetically restricted to a cone originating at the barycenter
by the star’s gravitational pull and the frame’s centrifugal push
(Figure 4). This can be further illuminated by considering
ballistic particles. Figure 4(b) illustrates the ballistic trajectories
of particles launched radially from the planet’s surface at
velocity vp. For supersonic flow (external to the inner red
contour in Figure 4(a)), the internal energy of the fluid is much
less than the kinetic energy, and rough agreement between the
streamlines and ballistic trajectories is expected. Given that the
outflow quickly becomes supersonic, large-scale streamlines
should match appropriately chosen ballistic trajectories. These
trajectories are chosen such that the total energy at infinity,
ignoring work done by tidal forces, is the same found in the
Rogue runs, =¥ ¥e v 22 , so that = + ¥v v vp esc

2 2 .
Along with the funneling comes a shock in the outflow with

the same funnel geometry. Examination of ballistic particles in
the orbital plane gives little hint of intersecting trajectories
(Figure 4(b)). However, because of the lack of the centrifugal
force in the z-axis, intersections still readily occur. This can be
seen by considering ballistic particles launched with the
majority of their velocity parallel to the z-axis (not shown).
Trajectories that are able to escape the planet’s gravitational
pull nevertheless fall back into the orbital plane because of the
stellar gravity. Trajectories originating both above and below
the orbital plane oscillate through the orbital plane, intersecting
many trajectories closer to the orbital plane that were not as
strongly accelerated into the plane.

Notice that, with tidal gravity, the dearth of material around
the tail appears less pronounced in the orbital plane and
nonexistent in the x–z plane. The nonexistence in the x–z plane
is due to the star’s strong gravitational pull of all the gas back
into the orbital plane. Eventually, far away from the planet, the
entire nightside stream will be compressed into a vertically
pressure-supported plane because of the star’s gravity. In the
orbital plane, the reduced flaring can be understood from the

tidal forces stretching the outflow along the x-axis (i.e., material
unbound from the planet no longer moves purely radially).
Unlike in the vertical plane, the dearth is not readily filled by
the stellar gravitational pull toward the x-axis, as the centrifugal
force opposes the pull with a push.

4.3. Rotating Simulation: Effects of Tidal Gravity and Ionizing
Radiation in a Rotating Frame

The Rotating run is presented in Figures 2(c) and (f), where
we have now included the Coriolis force in addition to the tidal
forces. A Rotating frame without a stellar wind has also been
explored with a separate code, AstroBEAR, finding qualita-
tively the same geometry and quantitatively the same mass-loss
rates (Debrecht et al. 2019). Because of the Coriolis force,
streamlines now wind in a clockwise fashion as our rotation

Figure 4. Panel (a): streamlines (chartreuse yellow) overlaid on gas density
from the steady-state Tidal run (Figure 2(b)). The sonic surface is demarcated
in red, with the outer sonic surface coinciding with the interface between the
planetary outflow and the virtually static ambient medium. Note that while
supersonic material does shock within the flow, the shock is oblique, and, thus,
there is no corresponding sonic surface. Panel (b): ballistic trajectories (white)
of particles launched radially from the surface of the planet with velocity vp
(see text). Ballistic particles launched near the planet’s terminator (x = 0,
y=±Rp) achieve the furthest y-extent for gas infalling onto the star. These
trajectories bound the rest of the flow and are in good agreement with the outer
sonic surface that demarcates the interface with the ambient medium. Notice
that no significant trajectory crossing seems to occur in the orbital plane.
Instead, shocking results from trajectories crossing the orbital plane from above
and below, having been accelerated to do so by stellar gravity—white dots
demarcate where a few such trajectories (i.e., those originating with ¹z 0)
pass through the orbital plane. Trajectories launched near the poles (z=±Rp)
are excluded, as they shock gas far out of the orbital plane.
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vector points out of the page (Figure 5(a)). We can still
understand the dayside and nightside arm dichotomy as owing
to the tidal focusing previously described, but now deflected
with the inclusion of the Coriolis force.

Including the Coriolis force in our ballistic trajectory
analysis demonstrates that there now exist significant trajectory
intersections, even in the orbital plane (Figure 5(b)). In Figure 5
(b), the white dots along the ballistic trajectories denote where
the velocity of each streamline has been deflected by one
radian, which defines our Coriolis length scale. The surface
created by these dots is similar to the teardrop-shaped shock,
evident in the density map of Figure 2(c), with an additional
rotation of roughly π/12. This additional rotation may arise
because the shocked gas moves slower than the unshocked gas
and, therefore, turns on a smaller scale. Material the outflow
shocks on has rotated more than predicted from the ballistic
analysis, modestly rotating the shock interface everywhere.

Note that the Coriolis length is not spherically symmetric for
two reasons. First, the velocity profiles along each streamline
may not be equal, owing to the dayside/nightside asymmetric
heating. This effect seems small as our ballistic particles are all
launched at the same velocity from Rp and seem to give good
agreement with the simulation. However, a detailed examina-
tion of the ballistic trajectories shows that the distance of the
nightside shock from the planet is not as well matched as that
on the dayside, suggesting that the nightside would be better
described by modestly lower ballistic velocities. The second
and more significant asymmetry is due to the fact that particles
launched from the planet in quadrant I (upper right) and III

(lower left) are pulled by tidal forces in the same direction that
the Coriolis force bends them, toward the x-axis (y= 0) and
away from the y-axis (x= 0). Conversely, quadrants II (upper
left) and IV (lower right) are pulled in the opposite direction of
their deflections. Thus, in a rotating frame, tidal forces can
either assist or hinder the turning of streamlines, and the shock
occurs closer to the planet in quadrants I and III than in II
and IV.
In Figure 5 the ballistic trajectories completely bound the

extent of the atmospheric escape. This is a statement about
which regions of space are energetically forbidden for the
escaping gas to reach. While the trajectories do a good job in all
four quadrants of probing the maximal extent of the outflow,
they dramatically overestimate the extent of the outflow in
quadrant IV. This is because the farthest reach of the flow to
positive x values in quadrant IV comes from gas that originated
or passed through the shadow of the planet, as readily seen by
following the nightside tail in Figure 2(c). The gas, which is
unable to receive ionization heating in the shadow, is not fully
accelerated, turns on smaller lengths, and thus reaches a lesser
extent in quadrant IV than predicted by ballistics.
The planetary tail remains present but is now bent because of

the Coriolis force. Its turning length appears longer than those
of the other streamlines because the column is virtually
stagnant until the gas’s effective Hill radius.19 Thus, the tail
follows ballistic particles launched from the effective Hill
sphere near R2 p on the nightside, giving the appearance of a
longer turning length.

4.4. Comparison of Velocity Structures

Figure 6 provides the x-component (black) and the
y-component (blue) of the velocity profiles for the Rogue
(dotted), Tidal (dashed), and Rotating (solid) runs along the x-
axis.20 The Rogue planet has a velocity x-component that
asymptotes to a finite value on the dayside as expected from
Equation (19). On the nightside, the column is roughly
hydrostatic.21 For the Tidal run, the velocity starts to
significantly deviate from the Rogue case outside the Hill
radius (blue vertical). There is also a hydrostatic tail on the
nightside out to about R2 p, after which tidal forces start
significantly accelerating the gas. Recall that the effective Hill
sphere for the gas is less than the Hill sphere in Equation (26)
owing to gas pressure forces (Section 2.4), so that the effective
Hill radius appears to be near R2 p. This is almost equivalent to
reducing the planet’s mass in Equation (26) to Mp/3.
In a true rotating frame with the Coriolis force, streamlines

are no longer radial, and velocities along the x-axis no longer
probe a single streamline. Looking at the dayside, we can see
that the x-component of velocity is less than that of the Tidal
run, as some of the velocity has been transferred into the
y-component. Note that, even though the Coriolis force does no
work, the velocity components will not add in quadrature to be
equivalent to the Tidal run, as the same x-coordinate
corresponds to different distances from the planet along a
streamline in the two runs. This explains why the nightside

Figure 5. Gas streamlines and ballistic particles launched from the planet
surface overlaid on the steady-state density map from our Rotating simulation
(Figure 2(c)). The ballistic trajectories are launched with initial velocity

= + ¥v v vp esc
2 2 at Rp, which gives the particles a total energy equal to that of

the gas at infinity for the Rogue case. Given this energy, the ballistic trajectories
show the farthest possible extent of the gas. The white dots along the ballistic
trajectories occur where the velocities have been deflected by one radian from
their original direction. This is what we call our Coriolis length, which roughly
matches the shock we see in the simulation.

19 The effective Hill radius being smaller than the standard ballistic Hill radius,
see Section 2.4
20 Along this cut, the x-axis, the Cartesian variables directly correspond to the
polar variables: vx=vr and = fv vy .
21 There is actually some infall coming from circulation in the shadow as
material falls inward along the x-axis and moves outward near the edge of the
shadow. See the line integral convolution shading in Figure 3.
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velocity is greater in the Rotating case than in the Tidal case, as
the streamlines sampled here are originating closer to the
dayside and have had more time to accelerate. Note that
eventually, on both the dayside and nightside, there is a shock
even in the absence of a stellar wind. This occurs near the
Coriolis length scale, where streamlines have been significantly
bent and trajectories start to cross. On the nightside, the shock
is at smaller distances for reasons discussed in Section 4.3.

4.5. Stellar Wind in Rogue and Tidal Runs: Effects of a Stellar
Wind and Ionizing Radiation

In this section, we add a stellar wind to both the Rogue and
Tidal simulations. We study three different stellar wind
strengths tuned by the stellar wind proton number density,
n ,0: a weak (  = ´ -n 1.5 10 cm,0

3 3), an intermediate
(  = ´ -n 1.5 10 cm,0

4 3), and a strong (  = ´n 7.0,0
-10 cm4 3) stellar wind. Qualitatively, what separates the strong

from the weak stellar wind is whether the planetary outflow
solution is a wind or a breeze. The intermediate stellar wind is
in between these two extremes, but is chosen to still be a wind
but with a smaller bow shock radius. Shown in the top row of
Figure 7 is the x–y orbital plane slice of density in simulations
without tidal forces (i.e., Rogue runs with stellar wind). The
second row has tidal forces (i.e., Tidal runs with a stellar wind).
The first column is our weak stellar wind, the second is our
intermediate, and the last is our strong stellar wind.

The weak stellar wind (Figures 7(a) and (d)) is able to
confine the planetary wind when tidal forces are absent. In
contrast, when tidal gravity is included, the planetary wind is
no longer confined and is able to exit our domain. The
intermediate stellar wind (Figures 7(b) and (e)) is capable of
confining the planetary wind for the most part. Without tidal

forces, it is actually confined so strongly that the planetary
outflow is no longer a wind but a breeze, as seen by the absence
of shocked planetary gas. With tidal forces, the outflow is still
capable of being a wind. However, we have provided a
snapshot that hints that the stellar confinement is not complete.
This is not due to picking a frame prior to steady state, but, as
we shall see, is due to no steady-state standoff shock being
possible. Finally, our strong stellar wind (Figures 7(c) and (f))
is capable of confining both the Rogue and Tidal simulations to
breezes. Note that the Tidal simulation is more confined, as
within roughly R10 p on the nightside, the tidal forces are
restorative to the x-axis (y= 0).
To explore the absence of a steady state in the intermediate

Tidal run, we present a time series of simulation snapshots in
Figure 8. In Figure 8(a), the planetary wind is reasonably well
confined by the stellar wind. However, the confined region
grows as the planetary wind continues to liberate more mass
toward the star. Eventually, in Figure 8(b) the dayside outflow
grows too close to the star, where the stellar wind grows
stronger and is pushed back. Finding the path of least
resistance, the overextended gas is blown out and around the
core-confined planetary wind (Figure 8(c)), reducing the
planetary wind to a state similar to an earlier state, as seen in
Figure 8(d). Note that the time between Figures 8(a) and (d) is

´2.7 10 s5 . This process repeats itself in perpetuity at roughly
this timescale. A movie of several cycles is available online.
Because this is not a truly physical frame, we leave a detailed
explanation until Section 4.6—where a similar behavior
is seen.
To understand the differences between a breeze and a wind,

we present a density comparison of the substellar ray for three
stellar wind strengths from our Rogue run in Figure 9. Relative
to when there is no stellar wind (dotted line), the weak stellar
wind (dashed line) agrees well within ∼6 Rp (i.e., prior to the
planetary gas being shocked). The thickness of the planetary
shock is ∼3 Rp, extending to the contact discontinuity between
the stellar and planetary winds at ∼9 Rp. By comparison, the
intermediate stellar wind case (solid line) has no shocked
planetary wind, and the entire outflow is in causal contact with
the stellar wind as the outflow never goes transonic and is a
breeze. The zoomed insert demonstrates that, interior to the
sonic point, the weak-stellar-wind case is in excellent
agreement with the no-stellar-wind case, whereas the inter-
mediate stellar wind causes a planetary breeze that significantly
diverges from the base case. Taken in conjunction with the fact
that no information propagates upstream in a sonic flow, the
stellar wind does not affect the planetary outflow interior to the
sonic point unless it is strong enough to confine the planetary
wind to a breeze.

4.6. Stellar Wind in Rotating Run: Effects of a Full Stellar
Environment

Finally, we add our three stellar winds into our Rotating
simulation, shown in Figure 10. The top row are the x–y
orbital planes, and the second rows are the x–z plane density
slices. The columns are, from left to right, a weak,
intermediate, and strong stellar wind. Similar to the Tidal
simulations with a stellar wind, the three wind strengths
exhibit three different regimes. The weak stellar wind
(Figures 10(a) and (d)) is incapable of confining the planetary
outflow within our domain. For the intermediate wind, we see
a snapshot of the partially confined planetary wind, which as

Figure 6. Velocity along the x-axis for three simulations: Rogue (dotted), Tidal
(dashed), and Rotating (solid). The black lines are the x velocity, and the blue
lines are the y velocity. In both the Tidal and Rotating runs, there is significant
acceleration outside the Hill radius from tidal forces. On the nightside, the gas
remains stagnant out to about 2 Rp, where tidal forces begin to accelerate it
away from the planet. The decrease in velocity in the Rotating profiles at large
separation is from a shock, which occurs near the Coriolis length on the
dayside, and slightly closer to the planet on the nightside because of slower
outflow velocities. The velocity on the nightside is faster in the Rotating case
compared to the Tidal case because the x-axis samples multiple streamlines in
the Rotating case. The verticals lines are clearly labeled and overlap or do not
exist for some simulations (i.e., the Coriolis length), except for the sonic point.
That is because, owing to tidal forces, Tidal and Rotating (overlapping sonic
points) go transonic before the Rogue simulation. The shaded regions denote
regions that are fixed by boundary conditions (light gray for Rib and dark gray
for Rmask) and should be ignored.
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in the Tidal simulation (Section 4.5), undergoes periodic
disruption events. Finally, the strong stellar wind is capable of
completely confining the planetary outflow and reducing it to
a breeze. Zoomed-in plots of the velocity magnitude,

temperature, neutral number density, and neutral fraction for
each simulation are shown in Figure 11. The columns from
left to right again correspond to weak, intermediate, and
strong stellar winds.

Figure 7. Snapshots of the density structure of a fully launched hydrodynamic escaping planetary wind outflow with varying stellar wind strengths in the orbital plane,
z=0. The first row shows our Rogue simulations, and the second row is our Tidal runs. The columns are for the various wind strengths parameterized by
 = ´ -n 1.5 10 cm,0

3 3 (left),  = ´ -n 1.5 10 cm,0
4 3 (middle), and  = ´ -n 7.0 10 cm,0

4 3 (right). Panel (a) shows planetary gas forming a bow shock with the
stellar wind. Panel (d) is unconfined as the stellar wind is not strong enough to overcome the planetary outflow, and panel (e) is not in a steady state. The rest show
complete confinement and breezes.

Figure 8. Quasi-steady-state time series of the Tidal simulations for the
intermediate stellar wind case. The wind starts confined in panel (a) but
continues to grow and extend outward as seen in panel (b). Eventually, the
column grows out too far and can no longer maintain itself in the face of
growing stellar wind strength. In panel (c), we see the disruption of the column,
returning back to a confined state as seen in panel (d). The time lapsed between
panel (a) and (d) is ´2.7 105 s. This process repeats continuously. This figure
is available online as an animation, showing several periods of the quasi-steady
state. The video duration is 11 s.

(An animation of this figure is available.)

Figure 9. Total densities along the substellar ray for the Rogue simulations
with no stellar wind (dotted), a weak stellar wind (dashed), and an intermediate
stellar wind (solid). When a stellar wind is present, shocks and standoffs
between the planetary and stellar wind occur. A several order of magnitude
decrease in density occurs at the standoff location. Note that weak stellar winds
do not affect the solution below the sonic point (red vertical), while a stronger
stellar wind can alter the solution (see zoomed insert). In fact, strong winds
force a planetary breeze solution without a sonic point (lack of solid red
vertical). The dark green vertical line is the ultraviolet depth one, and the
orange vertical line shows the sonic surface of the stellar wind, corresponding
to where it is shocked on the planetary wind (present only for the intermediate
wind within the plotted region).
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The intermediate wind cannot achieve a steady-state standoff
shock. The time series for the Rotating run with this behavior is
displayed in Figure 12. Arranged from Figures 12(a) to (d), in
chronological order, are snapshots of the x–y orbital plane gas
density. Initially, the planetary outflow is confined but
continues to grow as more gas is liberated from the planet.
Eventually, the arm grows too large and is blown out, resetting
the confined planetary wind to something similar to an earlier
state, after which the process repeats.

To understand the timescale of the disruption event, consider
the following. The geometry of the outflow forms a torus
around the star, such that the dayside arm is collimated into a
cylinder, length L and cross-sectional radius s. The mass
enclosed in the cylinder grows proportionally to µ( )M t
Ṁ t 2, where the factor of one-half accounts for the two arms
of the outflow. Let the length of the cylinder grow at some
average velocity á ñu (i.e., µ á ñ( )L t u t). Subsequently, a new
cylinder forming just after a disruption event grows according
to = á ñ( )L t u t and =( ) ˙M t Mt 2.

We imagine that the inflow “nozzle” growing the cylinder
from the planetary outflow is sufficiently pressurized as to not
be disrupted or displaced. Thus, we say that the cylinder is
disrupted when the stellar wind has disconnected the cylinder
from this inflow. Equivalently stated, the cylinder has been
radially displaced a distance D =d s2col. away from
the star. The stellar wind imparts a force on the column
equal to the pressure times the cross-sectional area,

= = á ñ( ) ( )A t s L t s u t2 2 , so that = =( ) ( ) ( )F t A t P awind ,total

á ñ ( )s u t P a2 ,total . Thus, the acceleration of the cylinder

from the stellar wind is = =( ) ( ) ( )a t F t M tcol. wind

á ñ ( ) ˙s u P a M4 ,total . Solving for the time of disruption from
the equation of motion, D = =d a t s2 2col. col. disrupt

2 , yields


=

á ñ

˙
( )

( )t
M

u P a

2
. 33disrupt

,total

From Table 2, the intermediate regime has =Ṁ
´ -3.8 10 g s10 1. From Table 1  = ´( )P a 1.3,total

- -10 dyn cm6 2. Approximating á ñ = -u 25 km s 1 from
Figure 11, we get » ´t 1.5 10 sdisrupt

5 . The time lapsed between
Figures 12(a) and (d) is 1.8×105 s, close to our order of
magnitude estimate. We can also plug the disruption time into the
length at the time of disruption and get »( )L t R30disrupt p, again
in good agreement with what can be seen in Figure 12(b).
Velocity and density profiles along the x-axis are provided in

Figure 13. The zoomed inset again shows significant
differences near the wind’s sonic point between planetary
outflows that are winds (no and intermediate stellar winds) and
those that are breezes (strong stellar wind). In the velocity
profiles, the locations where the x- and y-velocity profiles
intersect at zero are the stagnation or standoff points of the
outflow. The shocks can also be seen where the x-velocity
magnitudes suddenly decrease. Again all velocity profiles for
planetary winds are identical until they are shocked on their
stellar wind outside their sonic point, while the confined breeze
solution differs substantially.

Figure 10. Snapshots of the density structure of a fully launched hydrodynamic, escaping planetary outflow with varying stellar wind strengths in a full-rotating frame.
The first row shows slices in the orbital plane (z = 0), and the second row shows vertical slices perpendicular to the planet–star axis, y=0. The columns are for
various wind strengths parameterized by  = ´ -n 1.5 10 cm,0

3 3 (left),  = ´ -n 1.5 10 cm,0
4 3 (middle), and  = ´ -n 7.0 10 cm,0

4 3 (right). For the weakest wind,
the arms are able to extend to the boundary of our domain, implying that a significant torus-like structure may be possible. For the intermediate-stellar-wind case, the
gas is still able to significantly extend outward but is eventually confined. Finally, the strongest wind is able to completely confine the outflow into a cometary-like
structure. This figure is available online as an animation, showing the evolution of the outflow when a stellar wind is introduced at = ´t 5 10 s5 until = ´t 2 10 s6 .
The video duration is 13 s.

(An animation of this figure is available.)
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4.7. Planetary Mass-loss Rates

For the four wind strengths studied here in the Rotating case,
Table 2 list the mass-loss rates averaged over the last 106 s of
our simulation. To determine the mass-loss rates, we choose a

sphere of radius larger than our reset radius and calculate the
flux of material through the sphere. We use the marching cubes
algorithm to generate a polygonal mesh of our data, the normal
of which is given by the gradient. Then by projecting the

Figure 11. The velocity magnitude (top), temperature (top middle), neutral density (bottom middle), and neutral fraction (bottom) for the Rotating simulation for three
stellar wind strengths: weak (  = ´ -n 1.5 10 cm,0

3 3, left), intermediate (  = ´ -n 1.5 10 cm,0
4 3, middle), and strong (  = ´ -n 7.0 10 cm,0

4 3, right). Quivers in top
row indicate direction of velocity, and the black circles demarcate Rp.
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interpolated velocity into this normal and multiplying by the
interpolated density and area of a mesh element, we get the
mass-loss rate through that surface. Summing the mass-loss
rate over the entire triangulated sphere, we then arrive at the
total mass-loss rate of the planet. We perform the calculation at
0.8 Rp, 2 Rp, and 15 Rp and find excellent agreement. Presented
here are the time-averaged results averaged over those three
radii.
Notice that all rates for a given simulation are within 5% of

each other across all wind strengths except for the strongest
wind (  = ´ -n 7.0 10 cm,0

4 3). In this case, the outflow is a
breeze and has a noticeably lower mass-loss rate, consistently
about 10% lower than the average of the other three wind
strengths. This is in agreement with the fact that the stellar
wind is now in direct contact with the planetary wind base,
which adds additional pressure that the planetary breeze must
overcome.
These mass-loss rates are about an order of magnitude lower

than those found in the fiducial case of Tripathi et al. (2015),
who modeled an order-of-magnitude higher ionizing flux for a
planet twice as massive in a simulation analogous to our Tidal
simulation with  =n 0.0,0 . Their mass-loss rate of =Ṁ

´ -1.9 10 g s11 1 is in excellent agreement with ours when
adjusted using the scaling from Murray-Clay et al. (2009) for
energy-limited escape, µ -Ṁ M Fp

1
0. Furthermore, our mass-

loss rate for the Rotating simulation without a stellar wind finds
good agreement with Debrecht et al. (2019). Here they
explored a similar planet and ionizing flux,22 finding
an = ´ -Ṁ 3.35 10 g s10 1.
For reference, in Table 3 we provide the time-averaged sonic

radius and the radius where optical depth to ionizing photons is
one for our simulations. These either did not change over the
wind strengths or were nonexistent, such as the sonic radius for
the breezes. The only discernible difference is in the sonic
radius between the Rogue and Tidal or Rotating simulations.
This difference results from the tidal forces helping to
accelerate the gas to supersonic velocities earlier than occurs
in the Rogue simulation.

5. Observational Consequences: Lyα Transits and
Spectrum

To explore the observational consequences of the features
found in Section 4, we perform synthetic observations of the
Rotating runs across three stellar wind strengths. Through these
synthetic observations, we are able to probe the spatial extent
of escaping hydrogen via obscuration maps, transit light curves,
and spectra. A number of lines have been seen in escaping
planetary winds. We focus our synthetic observations around
Lyα as it is the feature with the greatest number of high-
confidence detections. By comparing features seen in synthetic
observations, we can search for unique signatures to observa-
tionally disentangle our different physical scenarios.
The synthetic observation procedure is discussed in

Section 5.1, and the results for our three scenarios are
presented in Section 5.2. We comment on the conditions in
which we expect observational signals to persist in Section 5.3.
In Section 5.4 we review current observations and tentatively
suggest which regimes they may fall into. Note that our
simulation is for a generic hot Jupiter, and we only seek to

Figure 12. Time series of burping in a full-rotating frame for the intermediate
wind for the Rotating simulation. In panel (a), the outflow is confined within a
dayside arm. As the arm continues to grow, it get pushed outward by the stellar
wind, as seen in panel (b). Eventually, the arm grows out too far and is
completely blown out from the system and detaches from the rest of the
outflow, as seen in panel (c). Afterward in panel (d), we can see that the
outflow is in a state similar to that in our initial panel, and the process will
repeat. The time between panels (a) and (d) is ´1.8 105 s. Available online as
an animation, showing several periods of the quasi-steady state. The video
duration is 10 s.

(An animation of this figure is available.)

Table 2
Planetary Mass-loss Rates

n ,0 (cm−3) Rogue (g s−1) Tidal (g s−1) Rotating (g s−1)

0.0 4.0 × 1010 3.9 × 1010 3.8 × 1010

1.5 × 103 3.9 × 1010 3.8 × 1010 3.8 × 1010

1.5 × 104 3.9 × 1010 3.8 × 1010 3.8 × 1010

7.0 × 104 3.6 × 1010 3.5 × 1010 3.4 × 1010

Note. The time-averaged mass-loss rate of the sustained planetary outflow
(1×106 s �t �2×106 s).

22 Same mass and flux; however, different initial conditions led to a different
τ=1 surface.
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provide context for features that have already been observed
and predict some we may yet to discover.

5.1. Procedure

To perform synthetic observations, we begin by constructing
an image plane defined by x=0, which shares its origin with
the planet and is perpendicular to the substellar ray between the
planet and the star. We then solve the equation of radiative
transfer along rays that emanate from the observer through each
pixel in the image plane. The observer is arbitrarily chosen to
be 100 pc away from the system’s barycenter on the opposite
side of the image plane from the star, such that rays within the
domain are virtually parallel. This produces an obscuration map
appropriate for the middle of the planet’s transit across the star.
We produce observations at various orbital phases by rotating
the image plane around the barycenter, as shown in Figure 14
(see Section 2.8 of Murray & Dermott 1999 for an example of a
rotation matrix in terms of Keplerian elements). As our
simulation is local, the orbital phases that we can observe are
limited by the box size. Yet more limiting is the extent of the
outflow in our domain, which in practice conservatively limits
the accessible orbital phases to f=±25°.

We do not model the stellar Lyα spectrum or interstellar
extinction in this work. We instead calculate the optical depth
through the planetary outflow as a function of frequency by
integrating the absorption coefficient along each ray,

òt a n=n a ( )s ds,Ly . The absorption coefficient for Lyα is

given by

a n
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Here e is the elementary charge, c is the speed of light,
=f 0.416412 is the absorption oscillator strength between

Figure 13. Left: density profiles for the no-stellar-wind, intermediate-stellar-wind, and strong-stellar-wind cases of the Rotating simulation (Figures 2(c) and 10(b) and
(c), respectively). From the zoomed inset, we can see significant deviation in the density interior to the sonic point in the high wind case. Unlike for weaker winds, the
high wind case does not have a sonic surface (notice the lack of a solid red line over plotted on the dashed and dotted lines), and has been confined to a breeze. Right:
velocity profiles for the same three simulations. Where both the x- and y-velocities are zero, there is a standoff point between the planetary outflow and the stellar wind.
Shocks in the velocity profile can be seen as sudden changes to the velocity profile, near the Coriolis length for the no-stellar-wind case, and purely by coincidence at
the Hill Radius for the intermediate-stellar-wind case. The velocity profiles for the no-stellar-wind and intermediate-stellar-wind cases are in excellent agreement prior
to shocking.

Table 3
Length Scales in Outflows

Rogue (Rp) Tidal (Rp) Rotating (Rp)

t=r 1 1.02 1.02 1.02
rsonic 1.97 1.81 1.81

Note. The substellar radii of various length scales.

Figure 14. Schematic of viewing angle through the simulation (bounded by the
rectangle) in the orbital plane. The dashed lines show the extent of the outflow
transiting the star at a given orbital phase. The half-circle centered on the star
represents the orbit of the planet around the star, with major ticks every 10° and
minor ticks every 5°. While the image plane is defined on this circle, rays
extend through the entire domain by entering and exiting at the boundaries. We
only take our observations out to f =  25 , as for some simulations, larger
angles do not intersect any of the outflow. All distances and sizes are to scale.
Refer to Figure 11 of (Carroll-Nellenback et al. 2017) for a global schematic.
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n=1 and n=2 for hydrogen, and f n( )s,Voigt is the Voigt
profile. Note that the term in the parentheses is a correction to
absorption for stimulated emission. Because our simulations
are already in the star’s rest frame, when calculating the Voigt
line profile, we only need to shift the Doppler broadening
component by the projected bulk velocity of the fluid. We take
for granted that observers account for systematic velocities
(e.g., the relative velocity between the system and the observer
and orbital motion of the star) and neglect these in our
presentation.

From the optical depth, we calculate the stellar disk averaged
obscuration fraction
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for comparisons to observational spectra. Here A is the area of
the stellar disk defined as the surface S, Sd is the infinitesimal
area element, I is the intensity observed, and I0 is the intensity
of light emitted from the star. Note that we only consider
absorption without emission, such that t =n ( )I Iln 0 . We do
not model the stellar line, nor do we consider spatial variation
across the stellar surface, including limb effects. Typically,
obscuration will be strongest near line center, where observers
cannot make accurate measurements because of geocoronal
confusion and interstellar extinction, and weakest at large
effective Doppler velocities. Thus, a quoted transit obscuration
will depend on the frequency domain of the spectrograph and
methodology for removing geocoronal confusion.

For our synthetic observations, we chose to measure the
obscuration between 1215.26 and 1216.08Å (equivalent
Doppler velocities of −100 to 100 km s−1), ignoring obscura-
tion between 1215.53 and 1215.81Å (−35 to 35 km s−1) to
model geocoronal confusion and ISM absorption. Note that
negative velocities probe gas moving away from the star with
blueshifted absorption; conversely, positive velocities corre-
spond to gas infalling toward the star with redshifted
absorption. Within this spectral range, we further subdivide
our observations into four unique frequency domains to retrieve
dimensionless equivalent widths for transit observations. The
dimensionless equivalent widths are calculated as
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Here νa and νb define the spectral range with a width of
n n nD = -b a. Observations integrated over the red range,

1215.81–1216.06Å (35–100 km s−1), are referred to as “Red”
and those over the blue range, 1215.26–1215.53Å (−100 to
−35 km s−1), as “Blue.” The measurement called “Both” refers
to an integration over the entire observational range (excluding
the geocoronal confusion region), which covers both the red
and blue wings.

The last measurement called “Full” is integrated over the full
observed spectrum as if there existed no geocoronal confusion
or interstellar extinction. Typically, obscuration is largest near
line center, and the “Full” line displays the strongest
obscuration. However, when the bulk velocity significantly
shifts the Doppler broadening core away from line center, the
dimensionless equivalent width will be larger in the respective
wing as the wings are normalized over a smaller Δν. As the

“Full” line probes the total column density, it is suggestive of
other hydrogen lines, or metals with abundance proportional to
hydrogen, that have no confusion at line center.
As light rays take approximately 37.5 s to traverse the

domain’s width of R75 p, during which the fluid structure does
not significantly evolve, we are well justified in using the fast-
light approximation and produce synthetic observations in
postprocessing. Less obviously justified is using a single static
output for the entire orbit when performing our synthetic
transits. Yet, there is only one regime of stellar winds, the
intermediate regime, in which the simulation does not reach a
steady state. Using appropriately timed outputs from the
hydrodynamic simulation would have no effect for systems
in steady state, so the only concern would be for the
intermediate-stellar-wind regime. Yet, because the transit
duration of the planetary disk takes ∼4 hr and the non-
steady-state intermediate regime has a periodicity of ∼50 hr, it
is acceptable to use a static frame for the duration of a single
transit observation. As it is arbitrary when a transit might occur
during the periodic disruptions, because the disruption is not
related to the orbital period but rather the stellar ionizing flux
and wind strength, we perform synthetic observations at the
three different phases shown in Figures 12(a)–(c).

5.2. Synthetic Observations of Planetary Escape in Stellar
Environments

5.2.1. Weak-stellar-wind Regime

With a weak stellar wind, observations are symmetric both in
the spectra and transit light curves, as seen in Figure 15. The
observable obscuration comes primarily from the disk of the
planet, which occults 4.6% of the stellar disk during its transit
between f=±4°.9, or between t=±2 hr relative to direct
transit. Because velocities of the outflowing planetary wind are
well within the geocoronal confusion and interstellar extinction
limits, the outflow contributes a small enhancement (∼1%) in
the “Red” and “Blue” spectral regions due to natural broad-
ening near midtransit, when the absorption column is largest.
Given that significant detections have been made far outside

the geocoronal confusion limits, yet our parameters show no
such features, it is worth asking how much the outflow velocity
would need to increase for our results to produce significant
absorption in the “Red” and “Blue” wings. To explore this
question, we consider an alternative frequency domain from
1215.33 to 1216.02Å (−85 to 85 km s−1), which we call our
“Low” domain, and ignore obscuration between 1215.59 and
1215.75Å (−20 to 20 km s−1). We note that our weak stellar
wind is the only scenario that does not produce significant
obscuration in our fiducial spectral ranges, so we consider only
the “Low” spectral range here. This adjustment mimics making
observations of outflows boosted by 15 km s−1 in our standard
spectral domains, which we justify as follows.
Because natural broadening wings are not substantial in our

weak wind spectra, the line profile for the obscuration is
primarily due to Doppler broadening. Hence, where absorption
is significant, f µ -n ( )u bexp 2 2 , where u is the velocity and

m=b kT2 is the Doppler broadening parameter. Then
integrating over our “Low” domain is equivalent to integrating
over our standard domain in a wind of faster outflow velocities
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Here [ua, ub] is our fiducial range, and s is the shifted boost that
relates our “Low” domain to our fiducial range. Note that
w=ums with a top sign for the red range and bottom sign for
blue. Thus, from Equation (37), we find that comparisons
between our shifted “Low” observations and our standard
observations approximately correspond to comparing to an
outflow boosted by 15 km s−1. This is a first-order approx-
imation as outflows with larger velocities may have different
neutral fractions and overall structure.

The transit measurement for the “Low” domain is presented
in Figure 16. Compared to the fiducial observational range, the
absorption is still symmetric at f=0°, while prior to f=0°
there is substantially more red absorption. Conversely, roughly
3 hr after transit, blue is more dominant, though at a much
lower amplitude than red is prior to transit. This is related to
which arm of the outflow is being probed. The dayside arm

(redshift) moves faster than the nightside arm moving away
from the star (blueshift). Thus, a more significant absorption
feature can be seen in the red wings of the spectra leading the
direct transit (see the = -v 30 km s 1 snapshot of Figure 15).
Note that in the dayside arm, some gas is still moving away
from the star as it has been turned by the Coriolis force (see
Figure 11(a)). This becomes more pronounced at larger
distances from the planet, and the “Blue” measurement
eventually dominates over “Red” prior to f=−20°.

5.2.2. Intermediate-stellar-wind Regime

For the intermediate-stellar-wind regime, we generated
synthetic observations from the static frames of Figures 12
(a)–(c). We found that, though the transit signal quantitatively
differs between snapshots, it qualitatively remains the same.
Therefore, in Figure 17 we present the results from the
Figure 12(b) snapshot, which showed the strongest signal, to
probe the general features of the intermediate regime. As
discussed in Section 5.1, the disruption timescale is ∼50 hr and
a transit is only ∼4 hr. While using a static output is accurate
enough for transit, if we want to create accurate transit light
curves spanning ∼22 hr (f=[−25°, 25°]), we need to perform
observations at times consistent with the orbital phases.
Therefore, we also produce three time-resolved transit light
curves displayed in Figure 18, beginning at f=−25° for
Figures 12(a)–(c).
As in the weak stellar wind case, during the planetary transit

there is not much enhancement over the planetary disk.

Figure 15. Upper left: the transit (duration shown in vertical dashed lines) for
the weak stellar (Figure 10(a)) wind shows about a 1% enhancement at
observable frequencies (Red, Blue, or Both) over the planetary disk (dashed
horizontal line). The Full line is for observations without geocoronal confusion
and interstellar extinction, telling us that most of the obscuration occurs in this
domain. Upper right: the spectrum is symmetric about line center (vertical
dashed line) with some natural broadening enhancement over the planetary disk
(horizontal dashed line) for the red and blue regions during transit (0° and 3°).
Out of transit (5°), the only appreciable absorption occurs from Doppler
broadening in the geocoronal confusion domain, which is unobservable. Lower
panels: snapshots at direct transit of the ´( ) R50 20 p spatial obscuration at
various spectral frequencies denoted by their equivalent Doppler velocities.
The stellar disk is denoted by the red circle, and the white bar provides the
length scale at the plane of the planet. All line-of-sight projected velocities are
below 50 km s−1, with the fastest perhaps detectable feature being the dayside
arm at positive velocities (redshifted absorption) occurring before direct transit.
Available online as an animation, showing transits in the obscuration maps for
the Red, Blue, and Both frequency domains, as well as a sweep of the spectrum
at f = 0 . The video duration is 22 s.

(An animation of this figure is available.)

Figure 16. Transit light curve of an outflow interacting with a weak stellar
wind, observed in our “Low” wavelength window of 1215.33–1216.02 Å (−85
to 85 km s−1). These observations, when compared with our standard window
1215.26–1216.08 Å (−100 to 100 km s−1), approximate planetary outflows
boosted by 15 km s−1. With larger outflow velocities, significantly more
obscuration occurs. Before transit, there is significant absorption at redder
wavelengths due to the leading dayside arm outflow infalling toward the star.
Long before transit, blue absorption is seen because of the Coriolis force
turning the dayside arm at large distances. The nightside outflow, probed after
transit, is slower and produces a weaker signal. Absorption is dominated by the
naturally broadened line wings and is roughly symmetrical between the red and
blue wing.
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However, unlike for the weak stellar wind, we find a significant
feature that precedes the planetary transit within our standard
frequency domain. As seen in the spectra of Figure 17, when
probing the dayside arm at f=−10° and f=−20°, the
features are not from the naturally broadened wings of a Voigt
profile but from the Doppler-broadened core. Therefore, while
the stellar wind may enhance the column density, the primary
cause of the increased obscuration is negatively accelerated
material. In other words, the stellar wind is pushing the
outflowing gas toward the observer.

The strong blueshifted absorption signal is strongest, ∼20%
for Figure 12(b), but is present in all three snapshots in time.
The major difference is the amplitude of the signal, which is
weakest for Figure 12(c) at ∼5%. Comparisons between
Figures 12(b) and (c) show that these two phases have the most
and least amount of dense gas being blown out by the stellar
wind. Whether the pretransit signal ever disappears depends on
the timescale for the stellar wind to disperse the dayside
material and the timescale for another disruption to occur. For
our parameters, neutral material outwardly accelerated by the
stellar wind is always around, and the signal is continuously
present but modulated in amplitude.

In Figure 18 we time-resolve the transit (in Δf=2°
increments) by ray-tracing through a series of appropriate
simulation snapshots. We chose three times that correspond to
f=−25°, thereby measuring the transit at various disruption
stages (those being Figures 12(a)–(c)). Generally, the signal
seen mimics two bodies transiting the star in quick succession
—a double transit. The first “object” (which is just the
outwardly accelerated dayside outflow) enters transit tens of
hours prior to the true transit of the planetary body. This would
be easy to disentangle with a spectrally resolved observation as
it is entirely biased blueward of line center; however, as seen in
Figure 18, an unresolved observation could produce such
“double transits.” Additionally, an optical transit observation
would not find any such “Trojan body,” indicating that it was
instead neutral hydrogen from the dayside outflow.

5.2.3. Strong-stellar-wind Regime

For our strongest stellar wind we observe a highly confined
cometary tail-like outflow (Figures 10(c) and (f)). This
structure leads to a transit light curve that is strongly
asymmetric both temporally and in its spectra (Figure 19).
The blue features are due to the stellar wind accelerating the

planetary outflow away from the star, so that neutral gas
asymmetrically absorbs more efficiently at blueshifted velo-
cities. Moreover, during transit, substantial obscuration occurs
at large velocities due to Doppler broadening skewed toward
negative velocities. Shortly following the transit, blue obscura-
tion starts increasing. This is the result of a continuously
accelerated nightside arm being blown out at faster and faster
velocities by the stellar wind, shifting the Doppler core to bluer
frequencies. Notice that, in the spectra at f=0°, the star is not

Figure 17. Panels have the same layout as Figure 15, but are now for our
intermediate stellar wind (specifically Figure 12(b)). Upper left: only ∼1%
enhancement over the planetary disk occultation occurs during transit, but prior
to the transit, strong blue features are visible. Upper right: no significant
spectral asymmetry is apparent during direct transit. Prior to transit, blue
features dominate. Lower panels: between 0 and 50 km s−1, one can clearly see
the truncated dayside arm, while at large negative velocities, we can see that
further upstream the extended disrupted outflow causing significant obscura-
tion. Available online as an animation, showing transits in the obscuration
maps for the Red, Blue, and Both frequency domains, as well as a sweep of the
spectrum at f = 0 . The video duration is 22 s.

(An animation of this figure is available.)

Figure 18. Three time-resolved transit observations of the unresolved Lyα line
(our Both domain) for the intermediate stellar wind. Each transit is labeled by
the time corresponding to f = - 25 , which in time order correspond to
Figures 12(a)–(c). Given the nonstatic disrupting dayside outflow, the pretransit
signal varies throughout the various stages of the disruption. The signal
typically appears to resemble a “double transit,” in which a comparable signal
to the transiting body appears and disappears prior to the transit of the planet.
We note that this feature is strong when only the blue wing of the line is
consider (see Figure 17).
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entirely obscured because of the confinement of the dayside
arm, visible in the obscuration maps of Figure 19, and maximal
obscuration is not obtained until later.

We now ask whether this signal is due to a density
enhancement by stellar wind confinement. An enhanced
column density might increase absorption in the naturally
broadened line wings. To understand the column density
enhancement one obtains from stellar wind confinement, we
make comparisons to the Rotating simulation with no stellar
wind. This has been done previously in 2D (see Figure 8 of
Stone & Proga 2009) and is reproduced for 3D simulations in a
rotating frame in Figure 20. We plot the column density along
rays parallel to the x-axis in the orbital plane as a function of
the impact parameter measured from the center of the planet.23

To make comparisons to models not done in a proper
rotating frame, we have overlaid the column density for our
Rogue simulation, which has a roughly spherical outflow. In
the absence of a stellar wind (Rotating), the outflow is confined
to a torus around the star owing to tidal forces. When a strong

stellar wind is present (Strong Rotating), the outflow’s shape is
still toroidal because of the tidal forces, but is further
constricted and thus enhanced by the stellar wind.
Notice that outflow confined to a torus significantly enhances

the column density over spherical outflows at large-impact
parameters. This can be understood by considering the area
through which the planetary mass loss flux passes in each case.
For a spherical outflow, this fluxing area is a sphere, which
scales as r2, while for the torus, the fluxing area is the constant-
area end caps of a cylinder. Thus, as long as the velocity does
not change and the outflow has reached ionization equilibrium,
the neutral column density for a torus will remain constant.
Given a fixed mass-loss rate, stellar wind constriction of the

torus leads to a column density enhancement. This can be
modeled by considering a cylinder of mass M, length L, and
cross-sectional radius r, radially constricted to a cylinder of
length L and radius s. While the column through the cylinder,
2r to 2s, decreases by a factor of s/r, the density increases by a
factor of ( )r s 2, so that column density is enhanced by r/s. Our
strong stellar wind constricts the cross-sectional radius roughly
by half, as seen by comparing Figures 10(d) and (f). While the
mass-loss rate of a breeze is lower than the corresponding wind
(Table 2), the difference is within 10% for our parameters.
Hence, relative to the weaker stellar wind cases, for our strong-
stellar-wind planetary breeze, constriction increases the neutral
density in the nightside arm by almost a factor of two. Another
factor of two comes from redirecting the escaping gas from the
dayside arm into the nightside. Thus, we estimate a grand total
enhancement of a factor of four. This estimate matches what we
see in the nightside arm of the constricted torus, between
−30 Rp�b�−10 Rp, compared to the unconstricted torus
(Figure 20).

Figure 19. Panels have the same layout as Figure 15, but are now for our
strong stellar wind (Figure 10(c)). Upper left: the transit in the strong regime
has significant blue enhancement over the planetary disk occultation during
transit. Additionally, after the transit, strong blue features are visible. Upper
right: the asymmetry during direct transit favoring blue absorption comes from
gas moving away from the star at the outer edge of the planetary outflow.
Conversely, after transit, there are significant blue features due to the entire
outflow being accelerated outward. Lower panels: the sharp confinement due to
the stellar wind is easily visible in most panels. At large negative velocities, the
effects of the outer edge of the outflow being more strongly accelerated are
visible. Available online as an animation, showing transits in the obscuration
maps for the Red, Blue, and Both frequency domains, as well as a sweep of the
spectrum at f = 0 . The video duration is 21 s.

(An animation of this figure is available.)

Figure 20. Column densities integrated through outflows with spherical
(Rogue), toroidal (Rotating), and constricted toroidal (Rotating with a strong
stellar wind—Strong Rotating) geometries. For small-impact parameters, the
column densities in all geometries match, as the outflow still behaves as if it is
spherically symmetric until tidal forces or the stellar wind can significantly alter
the flow into a torus. While the column density in the torus geometry should be
roughly constant, notice that for the leading arm of the torus, the density
actually increases around R10 p. By referring to Figures 10(a), we can see this
density enhancement is due to the shock at the Coriolis length.

23 Here we chose ray trace as a function of impact parameters, rather than as a
function of orbital phase, for direct comparison to Stone & Proga (2009).
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We conclude from Figure 20 that the stellar wind does
substantially enhance the neutral column density over that from
a spherical outflow. However, tidal gravity and the Coriolis
force—by themselves confining the outflow to a torus—can
also produce substantial enhancement in the column density at
large distances from the planet. In fact, for our parameters, the
strong stellar wind increases the optical depth in the naturally
broadened wings by only a factor of a few over the weak-
stellar-wind case. This may seem contrary to previous work
suggesting that stellar wind confinement could greatly enhance
the transit signal, but the enhancement found in 2D models
with a stellar wind and no Coriolis force is similarly due to the
geometry of constricting the flow to a torus (see Stone &
Proga 2009). Therefore, while models that neglect the Coriolis
force will see significant enhancement at large-impact para-
meters due to a stellar wind, those that are done in a corotating
frame shall not (unless the stellar wind strength is much larger
compared to the tidal gravity than simulated here). We further
note that our measured enhancement is modest at small-impact
parameters ( b R10 p), where most observations have so far
probed. The lack of enhancement is due to the fact that the
outflow will still behave roughly spherically until the outflow
has been significantly altered by the tidal and Coriolis forces—
becoming toroidal.

Finally, and most importantly, an increased obscuration
coming solely from naturally broadened line wings from a low-
velocity column density should be symmetric. In our simula-
tions, the predominant effect of a stellar wind is an asymmetric
signal, as gas is exclusively accelerated away from the star.
Therefore, symmetric observational features are likely not due
to stellar wind confinement, which can be confirmed from the
lack of an enhancement in the “Red” measurement of our
strong-stellar-wind regime (Figure 19) relative to other stellar
wind regimes.

5.3. Absorption Outside Direct Transit

A prediction of this work is that planetary winds are capable
of significant obscuration at large distances from the planet.
For our parameters, the ionization timescale is t =ion
s =-( )F 3.6 hH

1
I . Generously averaging the outflow velocity

to 40 km s−1, we calculate that the gas has undergone nearly
seven ionization timescales by f=±20°.24 Thus, the
existence of large-scale signals from ionized gas may be
surprising. However, note that, after many ionizing timescales,
a gas does not become completely ionized; rather, it reaches
ionization equilibrium set by the detailed balancing of
ionization and recombination. Indeed, for our simulations, we
have verified that the ionization fraction is within a few percent
of equilibrium past 10 Rp.

Apparent then by our synthetic observations in Section 5.2,
gas in ionization equilibrium is sufficient to produce large-scale
observable signals. However, these simulations were per-
formed for a low-ionizing flux analogous to the quiet Sun. We
now ask whether signals should persist at higher ionizing fluxes
by considering each contribution to the optical depth. To
an order of magnitude, the optical depth is t =n

s n- a( ) ( )X N1 H Ly , where X is the ionization fraction, NH is
the total column density of hydrogen, and s na ( )Ly is the cross

section of Lyα absorption. The impact of the outflow structure
on s na ( )Ly is already discussed in Section 5.2.
The total column density depends on both the total number

density of hydrogen, nH,
25 and the column length, L. The

column length scales with the Coriolis length, which depends
on F only through the velocity of the planetary outflow. We
make the assumption that this dependence is weak and let L be
independent of F. From Murray-Clay et al. (2009), we consider
the two regimes of escape: energy-limited and radiation-
limited. As more energy deposited into the atmosphere liberates
more mass, in the energy-limited regime µṀ F , and for the
radiation-limited regime µṀ F1 2.26 Because the cross section
of the tidal torus only depends on L, which we keep
constant, then µṀ nH. Therefore, in the energy-limited
regime = µN n L FH H and in the radiation-limited
regime = µN n L FH H

1 2.
With larger F one might suspect lower neutral fractions

(1−X), as the ionization rate increases. As the outflow at large
distance is in ionization equilibrium ( s- =( )X F1 H I

a n XB H
2), the ionization fraction as a function of flux
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Here we have Taylor expanded in a s( )n FB H H I as we are
already in the ionized regime far in the outflow such that

- ( )X1 1. Then using the scalings for n, in the energy-
limited regime, the neutral fraction does not change, and
(1−X) is independent of F, while in the radiation-limited
regime, the neutral fraction scales as - µ -( )X F1 1 2. Thus,
while there are more ionizing photons at higher fluxes, there is
also a higher number density to facilitate recombination,
preventing the neutral fraction from decreasing rapidly with
increasing flux.
Taken all together, τν ∝ F in the energy-limited regime and

τν is independent of F in the radiation-limited regime. This
suggests that, as fluxes increase, the signal increases until the
radiation-limited regime, at which point the signal is saturated.
Thus, in systems similar to the ones simulated, these signals
may indeed be robust.

5.4. Atmospheric Escape Observations

As seen in Section 5.2 it is possible to differentiate between
our modeled stellar environments. Weak stellar winds produce
the most symmetric transits and spectra. In particular, fast
planetary winds can produce pretransit absorption that is
skewed red because of the dayside arm infalling toward the
star. Intermediate stellar winds are marked by a quasi-static
disrupted outflow, which manifests as time-varying blueshifted
absorbing gas present significantly prior to transit. Finally,
strong stellar winds have strong spectral asymmetry during
transit, little pretransit obscuration, and increasing blue

24 Note that the time relative to direct transit is not equivalent to the time it
takes the gas to reach the location probed at the time relative to direct transit.

25 Note that the total number density = + ¹n n n nH e H, where
= +n n nH H HI II is the total number density of the hydrogen species.

26 In the radiation-limited regime, more energy is lost through radiative
processes and escape becomes less efficient.
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absorption posttransit from the strongly collimated tail being
blown out by the stellar wind. Thus, to accurately distinguish
between stellar regimes, measurements both in and far out of
transit are required. Note that even a few hours out of transit
may be too close to transit, as it takes time for the stellar
environment to accelerate the outflow. Unfortunately, because
Lyα observations must be performed by expensive space-based
telescopes, observations far out of transit are lacking.

A general theme among comparisons to observations is that
our predicted Lyα obscuration fractions are smaller than what
is observed. While our planetary parameters are marginally a
hot Jupiter analog, there is no one-to-one correspondence with
any observed system. Yet, this is unlikely to account for the
entire difference between the observations and our simulations,
as previous modeling of specific systems also struggle to match
observations, such as HD 209458 b in Murray-Clay et al.
(2009). Because outflow velocities retrieved in similar models
are consistently too slow to explain the observations, it is
widely thought that more exotic physics is needed (e.g., charge
exchange or magnetic fields). However, we note that
Equation (19) implies that the asymptotic velocity ¥u depends
on the energy spectrum of the ionizing photons. A harder
spectrum produces more energy per ionization, generating
larger D ¥q and thus larger ¥u (most easily conceptualized in
the energy-limited regime, where radiative losses are minimal).
Whether a more complete investigation of ionizing spectra can
produce larger wind velocities merits investigation. To explore
the possible consequences, we can lower the geocoronal
confusion limits in postprocessing to mimic faster outflows to
zeroth order (see “Low” spectral frequency in Section 5.2.1).

To compare our models to observations, we consider four
different planetary systems, each of which has a distinctive
signature. The first observed exoplanet undergoing escape, HD
209458 b, has a transiting decrement of (15±4)% in Lyα flux
from 1215.15 to 1216.1Å (Vidal-Madjar et al. 2004).27 The
spectrum was originally reported to be marginally asymmetric
(Vidal-Madjar et al. 2003), but further measurements have not
detected any significant asymmetry (Ben-Jaffel 2007). Because
strong stellar winds significantly skew the signal blueward,
even during direct transit, we rule out the strong stellar wind
regime. Without more measurements out of transit, it is hard to
distinguish between a weak and intermediate stellar wind. Our
“Low” measurements, which decreased the geocoronal confu-
sion by 15 km s−1, produced a roughly 15% symmetric signal
during transit. This could suggest that HD 209458 b might orbit
a star with a relatively weak wind and a hard ionizing spectrum.
Alternatively, all absorption from this system may result from
physics, such as charge exchange, not modeled here. In
particular, symmetric enhancement of the naturally broadened
line wings due to stellar wind confinement is not supported by
our results.

Next, transits from HD 189733 b, with optical occultation of
2.4%, found Lyα decrements of (5.0±1.3)% for the entire
line, (14.4±6.6)% for the blue wing between −230 to
−140 km s−1, and (7.7±2.7)% for the red wing between 60
and 110 km s−1 (Bourrier et al. 2013). We note that the
observations have also seen significant variability in Lyα
absorption over various epochs. However, this time variability
is not indicative of an intermediate stellar wind, as the

variability is during direct transit and not further out in the
outflow. Rather, this implies that the mass-loss rate may be
periodically modulated, possibly by a spatially variable stellar
wind (Vidotto et al. 2018) or a temporally flaring star—
consequences not probed by our steady stellar winds and
ionizing flux. We note that the numerical agreement with our
strong-stellar-wind simulation for blue absorption during transit
is coincidental because our modeled parameters match neither
HD 189733 b nor the wavelength window of the observations.
Furthermore, the asymmetric wavelength windows for these
observations make evaluating the red/blue asymmetry during
transit challenging. Nevertheless, we note that the red-wing
absorption is enhanced over the optical, a feature not seen in
our models except in our “Low” measurements. Moreover, our
blue frequency range is nearly 100 km s−1 slower than the blue
range probed here, suggesting that the blueshifted material may
have been accelerated by a much stronger, and possibly faster,
stellar wind than what we have simulated.
The hot Neptune GJ 436 b has the strongest and most

asymmetric observations of any observed transit. The transit is
within the measurement error of being undetectable in the red
wings except in posttransit, with an obscuration of
(8.0%±3.1)%. For the blue wings, the obscuration is
significant ∼2 hr before, (17.6±5.2)%, during transit,
(56.2±3.6)%, and ∼2 hr after the transit, (47.2±4.1)%
(Ehrenreich et al. 2015). It should be noted that because of
lower surface gravity making the liberation of mass easier,
atmospheric escape from hot Neptunes will likely be more
dramatic than that from hot Jupiters.28 Thus, while the
observations roughly correspond to velocities seen in our
strong-stellar-wind regime, which shows significant blue
obscuration from the cometary-like tail being blown outward
by the stellar wind, GJ 436 b’s wind is able to persist at larger
orbital phases on the dayside. As observations see blue
absorption before transit, the bow shock is not as close to the
planet as in our simulation, which could be accomplished with
a slightly weaker stellar wind. Conversely, consider whether
the outflow disruption seen in the intermediate regime occurs at
the Coriolis length. This is plausible because, at the Coriolis
length, the velocity has deflected away from the star, leading
the planetary pressure support at the stellar wind interface to be
completely thermal—even if the outflow is supersonic (ram
pressure dominated). Because GJ 436 b is a Neptune, its
outflow velocities may be larger, leading to a larger Coriolis
length. Therefore, a persistent leading large-scale observational
feature could be consistent with the intermediate-stellar-wind
regime.
Bourrier et al. (2016) suggest that a key component of GJ

436 b’s observations can be explained by the acceleration of
planetary gas by radiation pressure. Their model and the model
reported here differ in several key respects. First, because the
model in Bourrier et al. (2016) is a particle simulation, it does
not include forces from the pressure gradient of the gas. As
exemplified in the work reported here, pressure gradients cause
gas to be launched from the planet’s surface and accelerated to
a nonzero bulk velocity away from the planet. Motivated by the
fact that this launch velocity is much smaller than the large
velocities probed in the line wings of Lyα observations,
Bourrier et al. (2016) use as their starting condition a
population of particles at ∼3 planetary radii with thermal

27 Two other frequency bin decrements are often cited: (8.9±2.1)% from
1214.83 to 1216.43 Å, or (5±2)% over the entire line 1210–1220 Å (Vidal-
Madjar et al. 2008).

28 For Neptune = ~ -
♆g 1100 cm s 2 versus = ~ -

♃g 2730 cm s 2 for Jupiter,
where ♆represents Neptune.
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velocities but no bulk velocity. Because this population lies
within the planet’s Hill radius, these particles cannot escape
until they are substantially accelerated by either radiation
pressure or the stellar wind, both of which are modeled through
probabilistic interactions with the gas particles, including self-
shielding.

These choices have subtle but important consequences. First,
this leads to a highly ionized planetary outflow (relative to our
simulations), as the “static” particles are likely to be ionized
outside τ=1 while they wait to be accelerated (something
they note in Section 3.3.3). In practice, what this means is that
the outflow becomes ionized enough to be optically thin to
radiation pressure before it is accelerated out of the planet’s
potential well. In contrast, we find in our simulations that the
planetary outflow is extremely optically thick out to more than
10 planetary radii, well beyond the planet’s Hill sphere. The
difference comes from the outflow velocity driven by gas
pressure forces—though small, this velocity is large enough to
allow the planetary wind to leave the planet’s Hill radius before
reaching ionization equilibrium.

We now examine the impact that radiation pressure has on a
column of material (the arms of the planetary outflow),
depending on the frequency-dependent optical depth. Recall
that an optically thin column of material (τν = 1) will absorb
only a tiny fraction of the incoming flux by definition.
However, photons will be absorbed throughout the entire
column. In contrast, an optically thick column of material
absorbs all incoming flux, but does so predominantly near the
edge of the column where ionization enters, rather than
uniformly throughout. We refer to the radiation pressure force
exerted by photons at frequencies for which these two regimes
are valid as “optically thin” and “optically thick” radiation
pressure, respectively.

While we did not model radiation pressure in our simulation,
we find that, except at large separations from the planet, the
planetary wind is optically thick to the entire Lyα photon band.
Thus, significant optically thin radiation pressure (again not
modeled) is not an important accelerant in the majority of our
simulation box and certainly in the regions dominating our
synthetic observations. Optically thick radiation pressure (also
not modeled), in contrast, may impact the velocity structure at
the boundaries of our simulated outflow, exerting a force at the
wind interface rather than uniformly throughout the outflow.
As mentioned in Section 6, optically thick radiation pressure
may work in tandem with stellar wind pressure to shape the
large-scale structure and velocities of the planetary outflow, but
it does not provide significant acceleration of the gas in the
vicinity of the planet. This contrasts with Bourrier et al. (2016),
who find that radiation pressure is a significant source of
acceleration for the outflow, a result that may not be surprising
given that the Bourrier et al. (2016) model is accurate only after
the particles have been significantly accelerated by the stellar
wind or radiation pressure.

Additionally, particle models that do not model interparticle
interactions cannot generate pressure forces, which is an
important part of the impact of the stellar wind and optically
thick radiation pressure as the force is distributed throughout
the outflow.29 The impact of both optically thin and optically

thick radiation pressure far from the planet merits further
investigation in hydrodynamic simulations.
Finally, 55 Cnc b does not have an optical transit detection,

yet intriguingly a (7.5±1.8)% decrement between −76.5 and
0 km s−1 was measured in the blue wings of Lyα at its inferior
conjunction—the location where a transit would occur if the
planet was coplanar (Ehrenreich et al. 2012). No detectable
obscuration in the red wings was reported. This obscuration is
interpreted as coming from the transit of a fraction of an
extended hydrogen atmosphere. The spectral asymmetry in the
observation suggestively indicates a strong stellar wind.

6. Conclusion and Future Work

In summary, the stellar environment can play a significant
role in shaping planetary outflows. Through our bottom-up
approach, we have examined several components of the stellar
environment in 3D: ionizing radiation, tidal gravity, the
Coriolis force, and a stellar wind. While spatially resolved
observations of these outflows are not feasible, we demon-
strated that spectrally and temporally resolved transit observa-
tions may still illuminate the overall structure of the outflow.
Alterations to the planetary outflow considered here come

from orbital effects and the interaction with a stellar wind.
Tidal gravity and the Coriolis force funnel the outflow into a
torus with a dayside and nightside arm. The toroidal geometry
enhances the column density at large distances over spherical
outflows. Additionally, the inclusion of noninertial forces lead
the outflow to shock on itself, justified by analysis of ballistic
particle trajectory crossings. For stellar winds, we find three
unique regimes with respect to their effects on the planetary
outflow. From our study of stellar environments and the
morphology of planetary outflows, we summarize the follow-
ing key points:

1. Whether the planetary outflow is a wind or a breeze
depends, in part, on the stellar environment. However, if
the the planetary outflow is a wind, then the mass-loss
rate is insensitive to the stellar environment.

2. Large detectable signals may be present far outside of
transit.

3. These large-scale signals help probe the stellar
environment
i. Weak stellar winds cannot restrain the planetary
outflow, resulting in symmetric but weak transit
signals. For particularly fast planetary outflows, a
pretransit dayside arm skewed redward of line center
is visible.

ii. Even a spatially and temporally steady intermediate
stellar wind causes periodic disruption of the growing
planetary outflow, leading to large blue asymmetries
preceding transit. A double transit-like feature, from
the disrupted dayside material, occurs at blue
wavelengths.

iii. Strong stellar winds cause cometary-like planetary
outflows. Absorption is biased blueward during
transit, and the cometary tail-like structure produces
substantial blue absorption posttransit.

Absent from our discussion is radiation pressure from Lyα,
which at the extremes behaves either in an optically thin or
optically thick fashion. Recall that the total fraction of
incoming flux absorbed by neutrals is the obscuration fraction,
 = -n

t- ne1 (spatially mapped for our outflows in

29 Our simulations show that the fluid is still collisional throughout the
domain, because of Coulomb force’s long range effect in the mostly ionized
outflow.
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Section 5.2). Thus, the total work done by radiation pressure on
the outflow is D µn n nW F . Optically thick radiation
( t  »n n 1 1) absorbs nearly all incoming flux at the
edge of the outflow and behaves akin to a stellar wind.
Optically thin radiation ( t t »n n n 1 ), on the other
hand, will absorb only a tiny fraction of the incoming flux,
which occurs throughout the entire outflow rather than at the
edge. In our simulations, the (unmodeled) force exerted by
optically thick photons would strongly dominate near the
planet and would exceed that of optically thin photons by at
least a factor of two throughout the flow within our domain.
We note that optically thick radiation pressure may behave
similarly to stellar winds and be more appropriate to these
systems. However, radiation pressure will always act radially
with respect to the star. In contrast, the stellar wind has a ram
pressure headwind effect from the planet’s orbit and a thermal
pressure force normal to the planetary-stellar wind contact
discontinuity—neither of which is strictly radially outward
from the star.

In future work, one can use the machinery presented here to
analyze various stellar spectra, stellar time variability (particu-
larly important for M-stars), planetary and stellar magnetic
fields, and the entrainment of heavier elements. As discussed in
Appendix A.3, heat conduction should be included to allow for
more realistic stellar winds (i.e., coronal winds) and because it
plays an important role on the planetary nightside. As
previously mentioned, magnetic fields will play a dominant
role in shaping the outflow if planetary fields exceed 1 G. As
most of the outflow is ionized, the planetary or stellar magnetic
field may prevent certain features in the large-scale outflow
from existing. Therefore, we emphasize again that our results
will reflect systems with weak magnetic fields, and future
works wishing to survey wider possibilities should imple-
ment them.
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Appendix A
Bernoulli Constant

A.1. Overview of Bernoulli Constant

The formalism of the Bernoulli constant is useful because it
gives analytic solutions to the atmospheric escape problem,
potentially negating the need for numerical simulations. One
widely cited example of a quasi-analytic solution is (Watson
et al. 1981), who used conduction and a delta function for
ionization heating to simulate hydrodynamic winds of our solar
system’s early terrestrial planets.30 One method of retrieving
the Bernoulli constant is by integrating the energy equation
along streamlines. Equation (14) can be rewritten in steady

state as
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Take for now the following as the definition for Δq
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Then by substituting Equation (41) into (40) and integrating
along streamlines one retrieves the constant

f= + + - D ( )b u h q
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2
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Here we have made use of the specific enthalpy,  r= +h P ,
where ò is the specific internal energy. Equation (42) is the
specific Bernoulli constant, which is physically motivated by
conservation of energy yet is not the total specific energy.
Rather, b is the total energy minus the total heat added to the
fluid. When external heat is added to the fluid, it becomes either
kinetic, internal, or potential energy, so for b to remain
constant, the added energy must be subtracted off the total
energy.
At first glance, it may seem challenging to invert

Equation (41); however, recall that the convective derivative,
or directional derivative,  = ·uu , differentiates a field
along streamlines of the flow. This can be thought of as a 1D
problem (e.g., by using the Frenet–Serret frame), so that Δq
can be solved as
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Here C(s) is the streamline parameterized by s. Note that by
definition in these coordinates = ∣ ∣uus .
This prescription for the Bernoulli constant can be expanded

upon to include a wide range of physics. Typically, one
describes the means of energy gain as either heat gained by or
work done on the fluid. While conservative forces should be
included in f, nonconservative forces (i.e., ones with path-
dependent work) require a path-dependent term, ΔW, measur-
ing the accumulated work done along the path. We do not
consider such forces in this work, but note that radiation
pressure would be such a term.
Another common example of heat flux through a fluid is

conduction. One can quickly see that if conduction is
redistributing heat that
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The classic example of heat conduction in atmospheric escape
is the Parker spherically symmetric stellar wind model (Parker
(1958); also see Chamberlain (1961)). Recall that for spherical
symmetry, the constant mass-loss rate can be expressed as

r=Ṁ u r2. Then Equation (44) can be solved so that
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This is equivalent to Equation (12) of Chamberlain (1961). In
this special case, an integral accounting for the accumulated
heat is not needed and only local quantities matter. Because in a

30 They used numerics to iteratively solve the steady-state system of equations
(information contained in the Bernoulli constant plus further assumptions), as
opposed to integrating the fluid equations forward to a steady state.
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spherically symmetric system heat conduction can act along
streamlines only, it cannot alter the total energy along a
streamline except at the boundaries. This, however, is not
generally true when the assumption of spherical symmetry is
relaxed, as heat flux from conduction may now flow
perpendicular to streamlines, thus making Δq path dependent.

A.2. Reversible Flows

A perhaps more intuitive derivation of Equation (43) for Δq
results from considering how the energy equation is con-
structed from the Euler equation, Equation (13), and the
fundamental thermodynamic relationship for enthalpy. We use
the powerful simplification that the flows are well approxi-
mated as reversible, so that a flow experiencing only reversible
pressure–volume work has a specific enthalpy

r
= +đ ( )dh q

dP
. 46

Here đq is the differential heat flow into the system (e.g., a fluid
element). Recall that đq is a form of energy transfer and must
be represented by an inexact differential (i.e., no path-
independent integrated quantity, say q, is well defined).
However, if a path, C, parameterized by s, is specified, we
can define the accumulated heat along said path

òD º đ( ) ( )
( )

q s q. 47
C s

For a fluid element, the obvious path would be its streamline.
Consider a fluid in a steady state, ¶ D =( )q 0t , and then it is
clear that the infinitesimal heat added at s, đ ( )q s , is the
convective derivative of Δq, that is,

= Dđ ( ) [ · ( )]∣ ( )uq s q . 48s

This is also apparent from Equation (47). Therefore considering
Equation (46) as material derivatives
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The term on the left-hand side of Equation (49) appears when
you project the Euler equation into streamlines, a close analog
to the energy equation. Integrating that equation along the
streamline likewise retrieves the Bernoulli constant for a
compressible flow with external heating, Equation (42), which
we have now shown is completely general as long as P dV
work done by the flow is reversible (i.e., the only entropy
production comes from heating).

We have thus arrived at a more natural definition for Δq in
Equation (47). Typically, đq is understood in terms of a
heating rate, which we would integrate with respect to time to
get the total heat added. Referencing Equation (43), we note
that ds us is the time interval the fluid element spends near a
given point and the rest of the integrand is the specific
heating rate.

A.3. Polytropic Flows

The Bernoulli constant provides a useful frame for under-
standing the setup of our stellar wind boundary condition,
which we model as a polytropic outflow. It is often common to
neglect detailed treatment of energy deposition in the stellar

wind. This assumption allows us the relationship
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In order to retrieve the Bernoulli constant from the Euler
equation, as discussed in Appendix A.2, we can reduce the
pressure force per unit mass to a scalar gradient via the
polytropic relationship, for G ¹ 1
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where bisen is the isentropic Bernoulli constant (Equation (42)
with Δq=0). Note that bisen is typically thought of as the total
energy.
Therefore, when Γ=γ, there is no bound atmosphere

(bisen<0) that can become unbound (bisen�0), and “adia-
batic escape” is a misnomer. A correlated point is that there are
energy (or momentum transfer) requirements at the sonic point
for the outflow to go transonic. In other words, it is not only
enough that energy be deposited in the fluid, but there must
also be nonzero energy deposition below some threshold at the
sonic point for the solution to be transonic (too large of an
energy input at the sonic point reduces the outward pressure
force, lessening the accelerating of the outflow). The justifica-
tion of this constraint requires careful analysis of the
momentum equation and is given in Lamers & Cassinelli
(1999) Section 4.1.4 for spherical winds.31

As discussed in Appendix A.1, the Bernoulli constant can be
used to analytically solve atmospheric escape. However, the
application has its limitations; namely, the constant knows
nothing of the ionization structure that directly corresponds to
Δq. This makes outflows that are launched by ionization
heating, or for which you wish to make synthetic observations,
not accessible by the Bernoulli constant alone. However, for
our stellar wind model, we do not care about the ionization
structure and use the Bernoulli constant to derive its solution.
We model the stellar wind as a spherically symmetric,
isentropic wind (polytropic outflow with Γ=γ). To solve,
we begin by writing the steady-state mass continuity equation
as

r r= ( )ur u r . 552
0 0 0

2

This, combined with the polytropic relationship,
Equation (50), allows us to write the sound speed in terms of

31 We note that Equation (4.31) in the reference is missing a minus sign and
should read-¶ > ¶ >-( ) ( )qr Mlog 5 8 0r r

1 2 2 when evaluated at rc, to be in
agreement with both Equation (4.29) and the discussion following.
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the velocity and radius

g
r

=
g-⎛

⎝⎜
⎞
⎠⎟( ) ( )c r

P u r

ur
. 56s

0

0

0 0
2

2

1

Combined with Equation (52), we have an equation for u in
terms of only constants and r

g
g r

f+
-

+ - =
g-⎛

⎝⎜
⎞
⎠⎟ ( ) ( )u

P u r

ur
b

1

2 1
0. 572 0

0

0 0
2

2

1

poly

Thus, given a mass-loss rate, r=Ṁ ur2, and the temperature
of the outflow at r0, we can analytically solve for the velocity
structure of the outflow. This is precisely what we do for our
stellar wind, by using the Brent method to solve for u at all
locations within the domain. We then take the velocity and use
Equations (55) and (56) to solve for the density and
temperature structure of the stellar wind.

Note that for future work one should consider instead using
what is sometimes called a coronal wind (Lamers &
Cassinelli 1999, Ch. 5). We have already derived the solution
for the coronal wind in Equation (45). Notice that for coronal
winds, k r= - ¶( ) ( )b b T urisen . Thus, if one has large heat
fluxes at the wind base (large k- ¶ Tr and/or small ρ u), it is
possible to have bound atmosphere ( <b 0isen ) near the wind
base but be unbound ( b 0isen ) further out where heat fluxes
have distributed the heat ( k- ¶ »T 0r ). Importantly, this can
be accomplished in simulations with γ=5/3, meaning that
with conduction, transonic stellar winds can be included in
simulations that include adiabatically cooled planetary
outflows.

Appendix B
Ambient Medium Setup and Optimization

B.1. Setup

When no stellar wind is present, our ambient medium takes
the form of two nested isentropic atmospheres, which prevents
the background gas from collapsing because of the planet’s
gravity. Our simulations thus contain up to three nested

isentropic atmospheres, pressure matched at the boundaries
where they meet. We enumerate our isentropic atmospheres as
follows: “0” corresponds to the planetary atmosphere, “1”
corresponds to the primary ambient medium, and “2”
corresponds to the secondary ambient medium. Each isentropic
atmosphere has a reference radius R0, R1, or R2, a zero radius
Rz, where the atmosphere formally reaches zero density, and a
numerical edge, Re, where the atmosphere is truncated in our
simulation. For example, Re,0 refers to the truncation radius for
the planetary atmosphere. As the atmospheres are nested and
pressure matched, we take the edge of an inner atmosphere as
the reference of the next atmosphere, such as =R R1 e,0. These
radial scales are illustrated in Figure 21.
As mentioned in Section 2.3.2, an isentropic bound

hydrostatic atmosphere has a bounding surface at which the
density and pressure go to zero. To avoid the difficulty of
handling this numerically, our atmospheres are cut off at a
numerical edge such that Re<Rz. It is desirable to chose Re

well away from the τ=1 surface for photoionization. This
prevents unnecessary evolution of τ=1, although the final
solution should be insensitive to any such choices. More
importantly, the closer Re is to Rz, the lower the pressure and
density of the pressure-matched ambient medium can be. We
find that setting the d= -R R x 2e z produces numerical
stability, where dx is the size of a computational cell at the
locally highest level of SMR. This choice is successful because,
as part of the hydrodynamic update, we must extrapolate the
state variables from cell centers to cell edges. Truncating at

d-R x 2z ensures that a well-defined solution exists at the cell
edge to which we are extrapolating. Note that our stellar wind
is also technically an isentropic atmosphere; however, it is
unbounded so that it does not have a zero radius, Rz. Therefore,
we only consider a reference radius, r ,0, at which to prescribe
boundary conditions.

B.2. Optimization

The numerical difficulties in simulating our ambient medium
are twofold. First, for numerical stability, areas with large
gradients should be well resolved. To efficiently achieve this,

Figure 21. Illustration of radial scales for the nested isentropic atmospheres that comprise our initial conditions for simulations that lack a stellar wind. Blue denotes
our reference height for each atmosphere, and black is the bounding surface of that atmosphere where the values go to zero. Not to scale.
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we need to avoid regions of the isentropic ambient medium that
have small scale heights (e.g., near their zero radius). The
second difficulty comes from pressure matching a low- and
high-density region, because the speed of sound in the low-
density region will be larger. Lowering the ambient density
then, in turn, leads to exceedingly expensive computations as
we must satisfy the Courant condition.

When trying to optimize our simulations, the limitations
placed by these two constraints turn out to be at odds with one
another. Because we must prioritize accuracy over efficiency,
we foremost avoid large gradients in the flow and we will treat
the sound speed as a secondary optimization to consider only if
we can ensure small gradients. Why these constraints are at
odds with one another is intuitively understood by considering
the atmosphere’s temperature. A hotter atmosphere has a larger
sound speed, which by the Courant condition requires higher
temporal resolution. Conversely, a colder atmosphere has
smaller scale heights that require higher spatial resolution to
resolve. As the density is related to the temperature by the
equation of state, we will now examine the bounds these
constraints place on our ambient density.

As already stated, the first difficulty (large gradients) is
averted by avoiding the edge of the ambient atmosphere. From
Equation (24) we know Rz,1 occurs where f f= +( )R hz,1 1 1.
To avoid a snowplow phase as our planetary wind launches, we
wish to reduce the reference density of the ambient medium, ρ1,
relative to that of the edge of the planetary atmosphere, r ( )Re,0 .
Then, as the ambient medium and planetary atmosphere are
pressure matched ( = ( )P P R1 e,0 ), > ( )h h R1 e,0 and thus

>R Rz,1 z,0 (see footnote 13 for detailed proof). However,
rather than setting ρ1 and solving for Rz,1, we instead solve for
ρ1 after choosing Rz,1. Operationally, we chose the Rz,1 to either
be outside of our domain or at some special radius, as discussed
below.

To bound ρ1, consider a potential such that f f( )r 1 for
r>R1. This happens for a point mass or, in the full-rotating
reference frame, inside the Roche lobe. To ensure that the
density does not go to zero inside Re,1, we require
f f>( ) ( )R Re,1 z,1 , or

r
g

g f f- -( )( ( ) )
( )P

R1
. 581

1

e,1 1

For the lower bound, it turns out that inside our isentropic
planetary atmosphere, the largest sound speed is found in the
inner masked region. Therefore, we seek an ambient medium
that at most has this speed of sound to add no further
computational expense. Using the Courant condition to keep
the adiabatic sound speed below that of the masked region, the
ambient gas density should satisfy

r r ( )P

P
. 591 mask

1

mask

Here the “mask” subscript is the value inside Rmask. Combining
Equations (58) and (59) provides upper and lower constraints
on our ambient density

 r r
g

g f f- -( )( ( ) )
( )P

P

P

R1
. 60mask

1

mask
1

1

z,1 1

Ideally, one should chose the lowest density possible to avoid
causing the wind to enter a snowplow phase when expanding.
Yet, there is no guarantee that these constraints are consistent,

and as mentioned, we must favor satisfying Equation (58). If
these constraints turn out to be inconsistent, then there is
additional computational expense in our ambient medium over
the planetary atmosphere. However, because we are using
structured SMR, we can further exploit the larger cell sizes in
the lower resolution regions to perhaps make inconsistent
bounds consistent, or at the very least “less” inconsistent.
Let the cell size ratio between the coarsest and finest

resolution be f. By the Courant condition on the coarser mesh,
we can have a factor of f larger sound speed compared to the
fine-resolution mesh, which translates into a factor of f 2 lower
density. Therefore, if we extend our first ambient medium layer
out only to the coarse refinement (e.g., if it is given by a cube of
side R2 refine then R3 refine), we can use a factor of f 2 smaller
density here while satisfying the Courant conditions with the
same time step. Then from there a second ambient medium
layer would extend out to infinity,  ¥Rz,2 , so that
f =( )R 0z,2 . Then the constraints on our secondary ambient
medium layer become

 r r
g

g f- -

⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟ ( )( )

( )
f

P

P

P1

1
. 61

2 mask
2

mask
2

2

2

Here the subscript “2” denotes the second ambient layer’s
reference point, which is at =R R3 refine z,1. There is still no
guarantee that these conditions are consistent. However, by
exploiting the refinement factor and using multiple ambient
layers, one can optimize their initial setup relative to a single
ambient layer. This is appropriate only when lower resolution
does not lead to numerical instability or loss of numerical
convergence. We therefore need the scale height of our wind to
be larger than our isentropic hydrostatic atmosphere, which is
what we find.

Appendix C
Scale Heights Within the Atmosphere

We will now review four distinct definitions of a scale height
and explore their uses. For simplicity, we will work with a
generic variable X in a spherically symmetric atmosphere.
Often the first scale height one encounters, and perhaps the best
defined, is the isothermal scale height, m= ( )H k T giso B . It is
derived from the plane-parallel, isothermal atmosphere, for
which the thermodynamic variables are of the form

= - -( ) ( ( ) )X z X z z Hexp0 0 iso . Thus, for each Hiso away
from z0, the thermodynamic variables have an e-folding in
value.
The second way in which we will define a scale height is an

often-used order of magnitude definition that can be thought of
as the natural extension of isothermal scale height

¢ = -
-

⎜ ⎟⎛
⎝

⎞
⎠

( ) ( )H
d X

dr

log
. 62

1

Solving this differential equation for constant ¢H retrieves the
isothermal atmosphere. However, this definition is often used
even when the atmosphere is not an exponential (i.e., ¢H is not
constant). For example, we have used this definition for
our length scale in our Knudsen number calculation,

=  -( ( ) )L Plog 1 . That is because it roughly encapsulates
the scale on which the variables change the order of themselves
( ¢ ~ D D( )H X X r). When one integrates Equation (62), it
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counts the number of e-foldings between two locations,

ò= - ¢ =-
⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟( ) ( )

( )
( )N a b H dr

X b

X a
, log , 63

a

b

e
1

but what does ¢( )H r itself mean in an atmosphere that is not an
isothermal plane-parallel atmosphere? One will find that, in
general, it is not the distance from r at which variables have e-
folded. Instead, it describes the e-folding length in the
analogous isothermal plane-parallel atmosphere that has the
same conditions at r as our atmosphere. If we want the scale
height, H(r), over which the atmosphere folds by a factor of s,
we need to solve

+ =( ( )) ( ) ( )X r H r sX r . 64

This is usually what we mean when we talk about a scale
height in our isentropic atmospheres, because it is useful to
determine the actual folding within a numerical cell to quantify
a condition for numerical stability. Even for a spherically
symmetric isothermal atmosphere, the form is not simple;
however, both the isothermal and polytropic spherically
symmetric cases have closed forms. For polytropic atmo-
spheres, all thermodynamic variables are a power, n, of an
underlying function f (r) (i.e., =( ) ( )X r X f r n

0 ; e.g.,
g= -( )n 1 1 for density, n=γ/(γ−1) for pressure, and

n=1 for temperature). Then for the corresponding variable to
the index n, the scale height H(r) has a s-folding after

=
-

+ -- --( )
( )

( )H r s
R r

r R s
r,

1
, 65n n

z

z
11

where Rz is the edge of your atmosphere, which for a
hydrostatic isentropic atmosphere in a point-mass potential is
given by

g
g

= -
-

-⎛
⎝
⎜⎜

⎞
⎠
⎟⎟( )

( )R
R

c

GM

1

1
. 66z

0

s,0
2

p

1

The last way which we define a scale height only applies for
atmospheres that tend to zero in the limit of infinity. It is
defined as

ò ¢ ¢ = ~¥
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )X r dr X r H r . 67

r

Clearly, this scale height is undefined in atmospheres that do
not vanish at infinity, such as the spherically symmetric
isothermal atmospheres.32 For a hydrostatic polytropic atmos-
phere, this scale height has a closed form in terms of
incomplete beta functions

p
b= - - - - +~ -

⎜ ⎟⎛
⎝

⎞
⎠

⎛
⎝⎜

⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟

⎞
⎠⎟( )

( )

H r R
R

r

r

R
n n1

3

2
, 1 , 1 .
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z
z

3 2

z

This last scale height,
~
H , is useful because its definition

parallels that of optical depth

òt s s= ¢ ¢ = ~¥
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )r n r dr n r H r . 69

r
H HI I

Therefore, rather than doing a numerical integral to calculate
the optical depth in our isentropic atmospheres, we only need to
calculate the incomplete beta function. We use this calculation
when picking an initial number density at Rp (Equation (30)).
This is can be justified by considering where τ=1 occurs in
steady state.
From Equation (69), one can always pick a ( )n RH pI such that

τ=1 at Rp in steady state. However, the issue is knowing
a priori the steady-state

~
H of the outflow. For the energy-

limited regime, where the outflow is not strongly ionized and
neutrals are replenished by advection rather than recombina-
tion, we find that the optical depth one surface does not change
substantially from its initial location. We calculate the number
density required to place τ=1 at Rp using Equations (68)
and (69).
However, in the radiation-limited regime, the assumption

that the ionization front does not move breaks down. We
therefore no longer suggest using Equation (69), and instead
appeal to the fact that τ=1 will occur where recombination
balances ionization ( s a- =( )X F n X1 H B H

2
I ).33 Solving for

nH gives

s
a

=
- ( )n

F X

X

1
. 70H

H 0

B
2

I

For the ionization fraction, a small value, perhaps X∼0.1 is
appropriate, as the ionization structure will be extremely sharp
in the radiation-limited regime. The ideal value of X merits
future investigation.
Note that we do not provide a first-order principles method

of knowing a priori whether you are in the energy-limited or
radiation-limited regime, but it suffices to say that from
previous studies, we knew our parameters would firmly be in
the energy-limited regime (Tripathi et al. 2015).
We conclude by noting that, perhaps unsurprisingly, all three

scale heights— ¢H , H, and
~
H —reduce to Hiso for the plane-

parallel isothermal atmospheres.
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